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.Young Wild West Stopping a "Ghost Dance"
.,,

OR, THE CHARGE OF THE GALLANT 6TH
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPT ER I.-A Sudden Interrup tion.

reckon this isn't a bad place, consider ing the
part of the country we are in. Pretty well
adapted for a tempora ry stron~ho ld, too, in case
trouble should arise. The Indian signs we saw
this morning indicate that there might be an uprising. You never can tell when the Apaches
are going to break out. I wouldn't be surprise d
if we met some of them before the day is over."
"Right you are, Wild," the scout answered , with
a nod of his head. "There's Injuns scoutin'
around through the country, an' that means that
somethin 's up. But it's all right. Jest let 'em
·come. I'm itchin' for a scrimma ge with redskins ."
Ten minutes after they halted among the rocks
the horses were nipbling away at . t.,e mesquite ,
while our friends had taken positions where the
sun was shut off from them by means of an overhanging ledge.
The cook kindled a fir.e after he had collected
· a heap of . fagots, and then it was not long before the coffee was steaming over it. There being
not much of a breeze, it was very warm among
the rocks, ev.en though the sun could not now
reach them. But they did not seem to notice
this greatly. ·It was the sun that affected them
the most, though, of course, they were so used
to it that they did not mind it half as much as
a p.erson might have done if he had never been
in. that part of the country before.
The extreme hot weather of Arizona did not
take away their appetit.es any, and when the cook
put some bacon in the big frying-p an and it began
to sizzle, Chey.enne Charlie gave a sniff and exclaimed:
"That's it! Hurry up,· heathen. Let's have
somethin ' to eat. You must have a couple dozen
eggs left from the lot you bought at the ranch
we stopped to the da7 afore yisterday . Four will
jest about do me, an I want 'em turned over an'
fried so the yolks is hard."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me bully uppee
velly muchee quickee, so be," was the reply •
"Misler Charlie, " Hop spoke up, a twinkle m·
his almond- shaped eyes, "maybe you likee havee
lillee dlink of tanglefo ot before you eatee, so be."
"I ain't needin' no tanglefo ot jest now, Hop,"
was the reply, "so don't try to coax me to take
animals.
any."
'"Well, boys," the young deadsho t said, as- he .
"Lillee cold water and some tanglefo ot makee
eodded to Cheyenn e Charlie
Jim Dart, "I......_ velly nicee dlink, Misler Charlie.' ,
Young Wild. West abd the friends who traveled
with him'on horsebac k trips through out the wildest parts of the region known as "Wild West"
at the tl.me of_ whic:h we write, came to a halt one
summer day at noon, at' the mouth of a defile in
the eastern ·part of Arizona. The party had come
up from the Rio Grande, crossing the southern
part of New Mexico, and, as usual, had met with
more than one thrilling adventur e.
The Champio n Deadsho t of the West had no
particul ar destinati on . in view; all he wanted
was the chance to help along anyone who was in
need whom he chanced to meet, and have · an
occasion al chance to help civilize the country.
His compani ons were Arietta Murdock , his
golden-haired, sweethe art; Cheyenn e Charlie, the
scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Dart, his boy
chum, and his sweethe art, Eloise Gardner ; and
-the two Chiname n, Hop Wah and Wing Wah,
who were emplove d as servants for the party.
It was the same old party ab.out which so much
has been written, so it is needless to go l.;nto any
further details. Not having been in Arizona in
nearly three months, they expected to find something that was worth their while immedia tely
after they crossed the line from New Mexico. It
was a very warm day-"ho t," Cheyenn e Charlie
called it, and as he was used to all sorts of
climates , from Canada to the southern part of
Old Mexico, he sur.ely ought to know what he
was talking about.•
The party would have halted before if it had
not been that they had seen the high, fantastic shaped rocks in the distance , and knew they would
find shade ther.e. Now that they had found it, .
and water hfl_sides, they meant to rest for two or
three hours before setting out again. In the
center of a hollow that lay .between the rocks was
the water-ho le, and about the edges of it was quite
a erowth of mesquite , which is very good fodder
indeed for horses.
Since they were unable to carry much in the
way of horse feed, owing to. the fact that ~ey
used but two pack-hor ses, this was welcome, m~eed. Since noon the day before they had found
very little that would satisfy the hunger of the
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"I know it does. How much whisky have you
got?"
.
"Me no gottee' velly muchee, Misler Charlie."
"You're lyin', Hop. There ain't hardly a time
when you ain't got as :i_nuch as half a gallon of the
stuff with you. You're bound to git it no matter
if you're watched. Now then, you jest put about
three tablespoo nfuls in a tin cup an' -hurry up
about it." ·
.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and the Chinaman ran over and picked up a tin cup from the
supplies.
But he refused to let the scout see him produce
the whisky, and after remaining behind a rock
for a minute or two, ·he came back with the cup.
"Now len, . Misler Charlie, you puttee lillee
water iri um cup and len you havee velly nicee
dlinkee, so be."
"I s'pose I'll have to take it, gal," the scout
said, grinningl y, as he turned to his wife. "Sorter
got a little pain in my stomach, anyhow. You
know I told you I wouldn't drink nothin' strong
unless I felt that I needed it. I'm feelin' that
way now."
''There's no use in trying to entirely reform
you, Charlie," Anna answered , "so I suppose I'll
have to be satisfied to let you have yopr own
way."
.
'
"I told you the day we got married what I was
goin' to do, an' I reckon I've stuck to my word."
"Yes, you have, pretty well."
"That's all right, gal," and Charlie turned to
a pail of fresh wa~r that had been l~tely ?btained by the cook. Then Hop came forth with
b.is ten cup, and was kind enough to pour the
water out for the scout. Wild and Jim wer~
watching Hop just then, and they could tell by
the twinkle of his eyes that he was up to something. After mixing the water with the whisky,
tbe scout held up the cup and, nodding to the
heathen, said:
"Here she goes, Hop."
"Dlinkee hearty, Misler Charlie."
Both raised the cups to their lips. Hop swallowed his quickly, and Charlie took one big gulp,
and then he was S!lized with a fit of coughing and
be§an dancing about like a wild man.
,
'Hip hi, hoolay! Me · tellee you me gittee
square, Misler Charlie," cried Hop, and then he
made a bolt from the spot and quickly was hidden behind the rocks.
"By thunder!" Charlie cried, as he looked
around excitedly, at the same time wi,ping his
'mouth vigorously . "The heathen i>layed a trick
on me ag'in, blamed if he didn't. Red pepper,
as sure as guns. Jest let me ketch him."
He was just about to start in pursuit of the
fun-lovin~ Chinaman when three rifle-shots rang
out in quick succession.
"Easy, Charliel" Young Wild Wtst exclaimed ,
as he leaped to the rock agatnst which his rifle
was leaning. "Somethi ng is up. I reckon we
have got to keep our eyes open."
The scout's wife ran forward with a handkerchief, and assisted him in trying to remove the
stings of the hot pepper he had swallowed . But
Charlie seemed to forget all about that now, and
pushing her gently aside, h!l grabbed his rifle and
was in readiness . Just then a revolv.er cra!!ked
· very close to them, ·and then savage yells were
heard less than three hundred yards away. All
were on the alert now, even Hop ,Wah, who had

quickly come from behind the rock he had gone
around to get out of the scout's way.
All hands knelt with their rifles and looked in
the direction the sounds had come from. Then
a man in the garb of a cavalr:y officer suddenly-appeared on foot. He was running with all speed,
too, and straight for the campfire he came.
~
"Hurrah! " he cried, when he saw the group
kneeling with their rifles in readiness . "l saw the
smoke of your fire, and I knew I'd find help. The
Apaches are after me."
"Right you are, my friend," Young Wild West .
answered , as he arose to his feet. "Just get bellind the rocks here. I reckon we'll help you out.
How many redskins are after you?"
"Only four of them. They_sho t my horse from
und!!r me just as I saw the smoke from your fire.
But I was so close that I managed to keep ahead
of them. Here they come."
The clattering of hoofs sounded in .the direction
the man had appeared from, and then four mounted Apaches showed themselve s.
Crang ! It was Cheyenne Charlie who was tho
first to fire, and a saddle was emptied in an i:rastant.
.
.
Crang ! Jim Dart fired the second shot, and
then Wild and Charlie fired almost simultane ous•
ly.
"There you are, lieutenan t, for I can see that
is your title," Young Wild West said, in his cool ·
and easy way, and he put out his hand, which
. _wa·s grasped instantly by the rescued cavalrym an.
"Cleaned them out pretty quick, I reckon.'
. "Indeed you did," was the reply. "' .
"Any more comin', lieutenan t?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, eagerly.
·
"Not right away, I hope," was the .reply.
"These four got after me while I was doing a
little scoutin': The Apaches _h ave broken out and .,
about a hundred and fifty of them have banded l
together to &tart on the war-path .- They are
going to hold a big ghost dance very soon, and
having an inkling of it at the time, I was detaileti
to learn something about it, so it can be prevented .
If we can 11;1anage to break UP. the band before
they give the ghost dance, it will be easy to quell
the outbreak. "
"Boys, I reckon we'll have to stop the ghost
dance, all right," Young Wild West sa.id, nodding
to his partners.
CHAPTE R 11.-The Apache Village
"My name is Paul Norton, and I hold the
commissio n of a lieutenan t in the Sixth Cavalry,
whi.ch is stationed at Fort Defiance, " said the
.rescued cavalrym an, as he looked sharply at the
young deadshot.
"Glad to know you, lieutenan t," was the smiling
ref.ly. "My ma:me is Young Wild West."
'I thought so," and Norton gave a quil!k nod.
"I never met you, Young Wild West, but I have
heard so much about you that the moment I saw
you I decided that you were the Champion Deadshot of the Wes.t, the_boy who holds the autho;ri.ty
to act as a scout for the War Departme nt and
give advice. I don't know of any one I would
rather meet than you at this :particula r time,
though I see," and he turned and looked at the _,
girls, "you have ladies with you, which makes
it rather bad. With the Apaches on . the W"1'-
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·YOUNG WILD WEST ----path, and almost surrounding us by this time, it

would seem that they a.r e bound to experience
more or less danger."
"That's all right, lieutenant. Don't worry about
the girls. They all know how to shoot, and they
are not afraid to fight redskins. If you have the
opportunity you will find that they are about as
good as the average man at that sort of business:"
"I ·have heard mention of one of them in particular," and ~orton shot a · glance at the .three
girls as if he was trying to pick out the one he
referred to.
"Come here, Et," Wild called out, and his
golden-haired sweetheart promptly walked over
to where the two were standing.
"Shake hands with Lieutenant Norton, little
girl. Lieutenant, this is Arietta 'Murdock."
The lieutenant was very polite about it, and
after he had been introduced to Arietta, Anna and
Eloise were called forward.
Then Wild turned to his two partners and said.
"Boys, I reckon you had better get acquainted
with Lieutenant Norton, -too. Lieutenant, this is
Cheyenne Charlie, and this .is Jim Dart. They
are my partners, and I reckon we three can do
a whole lot toward stopping this ghost dance you
say is in•preparation by the Apaches."
"I am sure you can," Norton replied, earnestly.
"But I am· indeed sorry that the ladies are here
in this wild place. , I think the best thing you can
do is to get them to the fort as quickly as possible."
"How far is the fort from here?" Cheyenne
Charlie asked.
,
"Forty miles at the least."
"We couldn't git there to-night, then, so what's
the use of leavin' here? We might strike a much
worse place when we would want to go into camp
for t-o-night. One thing about it, lieutenant, it
would take a mighty big lot of redskins to drive
us out of this snug place."
"I am compelled to agree with you o.n that,"
and the lieueiiant looked at tlie surroundings and
gave a nod of satisfacti~. "But suppose your
camp should be discovered, and the Indians should
surround it?"
"That's all right, lieutenant," Young Wild
West spoke up, smilingly. "I reckon we have got
enough provisions to last us pretty nearly a week.
They couldn't starve us out before help came.
But it seems to me that you are a long distance
from the fort."
"Yes, rather long. I obtained permission from
the colonel in command to pay a visit to a ranch
that is something like eighteen miles to the east
of us. Knew some people over that way, you
know, and when I went out with our four picked
men to find out what the redskins were up to I
headed straight for the ranch, leaving my men
that same night at a settlement a few miles from
it. This morning the four men set out for the
fort with the information we obtained in regard
to the movements of the Apaches. As I told you
when I arrived here, there are about a hundred
and fifty with their war paint on, and if they
manage to get together to hold the ghost dance,
the probabilities are that many more will gather
there, and once they h9ld the dance they will immediately start out to clean up all the palefaces
they can find. They are pre1:ty well armed, too,
as I have learned, and are under the lead of a
rascally half-breed named John Bear Foot. Red
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Hand, a young chief, is really the head of the
ban4 th~t ,has. been_gathe_red together, but he is
lackmg m brams, so the half-breed really is in
full charge."
"Have you an idea wher.e they propose to hold
the ghost dance?" Wild asked.
"I think it quite likely that it w.ill be held at
the Apaches village, where Red Hand rules the
hundred or so brav,es, bucks and squaws that
· choose to follow him and establish tke village."
"About how far is that from here, do you
know?"
"Dangerously close, I should say."
"Why, I didn't know there was -an Indian village very close."
"It's a newly established village. Red Hand
broke away from the main tribe on the reserva·tion, and he had sufficient followers to easily make
quite a settlement of teepees on a little plateau
just about eight miles from here."
"Gr.eat gimfots !·" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"If they're watchin' around here they'll sartinly
see the smoke from this here fire."
,..;Me puttee outtee um fire velly muchee quickee.
1uy fool blother allee samee gottee um suppee
·
leddy," spoke up Hop Wah.
Then he seized a pail, and filling it from the
pool near at .hand, ran to the fire. Wing heard
the conversation, so he quickly scattered the
fagots, and then Hop was not long in extinguishing .the fire completely.
"Lieutenant, I reckon you had better have dinner with us. We'll call it dinner, anyway," and
the young deadshot laughed lightly.
"I confess that I am somewhat hungry," was
the reply. "I'll just wasfi my hands and face a
little. I had a pretty tough chase of it, you know,
and came in without a horse."
In a very few minutes Norton was ready to sit
down and eat what had · been prepared by the
Chlnese cook.
He was just starting in with the rest of thoSP.
pre$ent when Charlie was seen coming back leading a good-sized pony.
"Here's the best one of the lot," he called out.
"I could have ' got either one of the others · a whole
lot easier, but I jest fooled around a little an'
caught this feller. Ain't got no saddle, lieutenant,
an' th-e bridle ain't much to speak of. Nothin'
more than a buckskin halter, I'd call it. But I
reckon we kin fix you up, 'cause we always have
,somethin' in the way of extras with us.' '
The lieutenant thanked the scout warmly as
the pony was turned over to him.
"I shall see to it ·that you are rewarded later
'
on," he declared. ·
"Rewarded, eh? I reckon I don't want nothin'
in the way of a reward," apd Charlie spoke as if
he meant it. "Ketchin' an Injun pony ain't
nothin'. I was only wishin' I could git a shot
while I was doin' it. But there don't seem, to be
none of 'em around. Them four layin' out there
was all there was, you said."
"Yes, I came upon the four while I was following a rocky trail, and they promptly gave pursuit. Now that I have a horse I will lose no time
.
in striking out for the fort."
"Lieutenant," Young Wild West said, looking
at him rather sharply, "from what you have told
us it will be a rather risky thing for you to start
out alone for the fort, will it not?"
"Oh, yes, it will .be risky, but what of it? l,
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soldier should-never be afraid to take a chance."
"That's true enough. But sometimes it is best
. to go a little careful. If it happens that the four
m~n you had with· you have reached the fort, it
will not be necessary for you to go just now.
Suppose you stay here with us, and we'll make
this a temporary headquarters and scout around
the country a bit this· afternoon, so we may learn
just what the Apaches are up to."
.;
Norton thought a while, and then turning to
the boy, gave-a nod of approval, and said:
~'You are .right in what you say, Young Wild
West. I shall take your advice. I know it is recommended from the head of the department in
the West that all officers should carefully consider
any advice that you give them. You have a paper
to that effect, have you not?"
"Yes, I have one somewhere. But I reckon it
isn't worth while for me to show it just now."
"Not for the purpose of making me believe .it,
I a ssure you."
Then they all turned to eating,' and Charlie
having taken his place in the circle by-this time,
proceeded to help himself regardless of anything
like etiquette. With the possible exception ,,f.
Wing, the coo}!:, there was not a per!\on there who
did not take an occasional look around. But
nothing happened to interrupt them during the
progress of the meal, and when it was over
Young Wild West promptly began to make arrangements to fortify their little stronghold as
he called it.
"We don't know just how long"we m.a y have to
remain here," he said, nodding to the lieutenant.
"There are lots of boulders here that can be handled readily, so I propose to roll them all in a
sort of circle, so as to give us a chance to hide
in case an attack is made."
They all started in at the work, even the girls
taking a hand, and under the instructfons of
' Young Wild · West, who seemed to know exactly
what to do, the job was completed in less than
h~lf an ho.ur. When Wild declared that every- .
thing was fixed up to his full satisfaction, Nor.ton
looked at him in silence ·for a moment, and then
said:
·
,
"Now then, Young Wild West, what do you
advise?"
' ·
"Let Hop fit out that pon'y for you, and I'll
take you and Charlie with me and we'll do a
little scouting," was the reply.
"All right. That suits me nicely. Probably
we may get to the spot where my horse fell, and
then I can get my saddle and other things.''
Hop was not long in fixing up a fairly decen:t
bridle, and tpen the lieutenant patted the pony
on the neck, and finding it quite g~ntle, declared
that he was ready to leave when the young deadshot said the word. Wild was just finishing saddling Spitfire, and as he came up leading the
·noble animal, Norton showed both surprise and
admiration.
"What_a fine beast you have there," he declared.
"Oh, yes, Spitfire is all right. He's carried me
safely through many a danger, and I hope he
will continue to do so for many years to come.
H e is not very old yet, you know, lieutenant.''
"Not more than ten, I should say, if I am any
judge."
"Hardly that, I reckon. He is good for another
ten years, that's sure, unless something happens
to him unexpectedly.''
·

/

The two waited until Charlie was ready, and
then all thr.ee mounted, after bidding Jim Dart
and the girls to be on the -lookout until they returned. ,
..,
"Wild," said the scout, as they were passing
the dead Indian that lay furthest from the camp,
"you oughter tell them two heathens to git rid
Qf them carcasses."
"That's all right, Charlie," was the reply. "I
reckon Jim will think cif that." . •
The three rode on, their horses at a rather
slow pace. Th,e lieutenant showed them the way
he had come, and after a while they came to the
horse that had been shot from under him by the
pursuing Apaches. The animal had been killed
!PStantly, and as he touched the head, which ha4
been lifted .e rect while the animal was doing its
best to carry- him to safety, Norton shook his
head and said:
"Too bad! It was a fine horse. Much better
than this pony I have, I am sure. But it can't be
helped. I should be thankful that the bullet
struck my horse instead of me.''
All three dismounted, and then the scout was
not long in removing the trappings from the dead
horse.
They were quickly transferred to the Indian
pony, and with a nod of approval Lieutenant
Norton mounted.
"Probably this beast may be as speedy -as the
other one was," he declared. "Anyhow, I must
say he is in pretty fair condition.''
,
"Tough as a pine knot, lieutenant," Cheyenne
Charlie declared. "You can't beat them ponie:i
much when it comes to joggin' along all day long
without havin' to eat or drink a drop of water.
You'll find him good enough till you kin git back
to the fort.''
As they were turning to leave the spot, Wild
inquired of Norton the direction in which the
Indian · village lay.
"You .surely are not going directly to the
Apache village, are you, Young Wild West?"
"I am going to get as close to it as I can,
unless something stops~e," was the reply.
"Oh, I see. You want to do a little spying.''
"That's it exactly.''
·
"Very well. You will find that I'll stick to you.,
I'll do my best to show you that I am worthy to
hold the title of a lieutenant in the army. I
don't mind telling you that it makes me proud
to say that I am called one of the Gallant Sixth."
"Gallant Sixth, eh? Your company must have
distinguished itself a little.''
- They wer.e now riding up a gradu al a scent,
where the r ocks and crags were numerous. Scarcely any vegetation was to be seen at all, so once
they got to the top Wild felt that they mig ht be
able to look a long distance. He was r rght in
thjs, too, for as they came to a halt close to a
giant r ock the smoke from more than one fire
was seen rising above a crag probably a mile
. distant.
"Lieutenant," the young deadshot said, turning
to Norton, "I reckon you ma de a little. mistake
in your calculation. The Apache village i sn 't as
far as you thought.''
"That's so," was the r eply. "Well, a follow is:
bound to ma ke mist a kes of that sort, especially ·
when he i s forced t o ride in a hurry with four
redskins a fter him ready to take his life. But I
really thought it was fur ther away tb an ; + ' "' ~ -:-'
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' "I am glad that it is no further. It 'isn't t-.x- . the shovels and what had been taken from the
actly a pleasure to be out in this hot sun."
redskins and returned to the camp. Hop got
. "I am accltmated to this region, havi11g been some water from the pool and starte·i in to wa1;h
here for such a long time."
wha. little clothing he had taken possession of,
'. "We are, too, but still you can't help noticing and soon had them hanging upon a rope, which
lieat."
he stretched between two rocks so they might dry.
. After making their way at a canter over a long
"Me wantee be ledskin chi.ef, Missee Alietta,"
stretch of level ground, they struck another rise, he said, as Wild's sweetheart' walked over and
which they knew would lead them almost c frtctly looked at him as he was hanging up the articles.
to the Indian village.
"You want to be a redskin chief, Hop?" she
Up a long slope they were soon riding. Wild questioned, smilingly. "What for?"
turned slightly to the right, leaving the village,
"Me tnakee velly goodee spy, so be. Me lookee .
which was still hidden from their view, to the left. velly muchee likee Apache pletty soone~."
When they got nearly to the top they suddenly · "Velly muchee fool, so be," declared Wing, who
fame in sight of a number of teepees that were was listening to what was being said. "Chinee no
erected upon a small plateau.
lookee like ledskin. Ey.eblows no likee."
"There she is!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, ;is
"Me fixee eyeblows, my good blother. You no
he quickly reined in his horse and dismounted.
lookee likee anythling. Maybe you wantee go
Wild and the lieutenant followed his example, sleepee."
•
and then after leading their horses back among
The cook had a habit of taking a nap · every
the rocks, they prepared to take an observation chance that afforded, and it was really strange
of what lay before· them.
that he had not dropped off into slumber before
this,- since he had long since finished washing up
the tin plates, cups, knives and forks and put
them away until it was time for another meal.
CHAPTER III.-Hop Cleverly Captures F-n
· Jim paid no attention to what the Chinaman
Apache.
was doing. He busied himself alternately walking and chatting with the girls. In this way an
· Immediately after Young Wild West and Chey- hour passed. By that time the articles Hop had
enne Charlie left tbe camp with Lieutenant Nor- washed were thoroughly dried .in the sun., Then
ton, Hop Wash called the attention of Jim Dart the clever Chinee proceeded to do something that
to the fact that the bodies of four ..-edskins· were would amuse Jim ancl th~ girls even if it did not
lyingdose at hand.
surprise them.
"All right," Dart answered, with a nod. "I
He already had 1the remnants of a chief's headreckon you know what to do. I'll help you."
dress in his possession, and with the additional
Wing was ·b usy cleaning up the remains of the feathers he had secured he -was not long in makrepast, so he was not asked to lend a hand. ing' a fairly decent one of it. Then with a little
Having shovels and a ptck with them, it would paint of different colors, which he had among his
not be a great deal of trouble to dig a hole and supplies, he treated his face' for a few minutes,
put the bodies out of sight. But Hop declared and after surveying himself in a 1>iece of a mi.rthat there would be no need of using a pick. He ror, he was satisfied that he looked very much
f-ound a very soft place in the sand, and quickly like an Indian, indeed. By this time Wing was
began making the dirt fly. Hot as it was, Jim· taking a nap, well back in the shade, and as Jim
Dart did not hesitate to join !n the work, and and the girlis were not watching him at all, Hop
the result was that in about twenty minutes they had it all his own way. He proceeded to . attire
bad made a shallow grave. Then the bodies of himself after the -fashion of the Apaches, save
the Indians were dragged ~o the edge of the that he did not strip to the waist. But very often
opening, and Jim was about to tumble them into a redskin was to be found wearing the clothing
the hole when Hop stopped him.
of . a white man, so Hop simply removed the
"Wai tee minute, Misler Jim," · he said. "Lis Chinese coat that he always wore and wound a
ledskin gottee velly nicee feathers, SQ be. Gottee few stripes of red and yellow that had been torn
biif.ee levolver and um lifle, too."
from a blanket about him. When he was all
'Yes, they all have rifles. But they ar,e lying ready he took anothe; look at his reflection in
on the ground over there."
,
th~ cracked mirror, and then with a nod of satis- ,
"Me wantee um levolver and um feathers and faction slipped noiselessly away.- He crept around
something else."
~
behind some rocks,· for- it was his intention to
"Help yourself, Hop," and Jim walked to some creep back and have some fun with his sleeping
shade that could. be obtained under an over• brother.
banging rock a short distance away and sat down.
In case Jim or the girls took him for a real
Hop not only stripped what he wanted from the Indian he would gladly make himself known, and
body he had mentioned, but he took a few faings thus avoid being shot. However, he knew enough
from the others. Then without asking the assist- abou.t theµi to f~el ,s ure that they would not shoot
ance of Dart, he tumbled the bodies into the hole, eyen a.11 Indian who. had the audacity to come
one after the other.
·
right tq the camp and not raise a weapon.· After
"Go velly muchee dee_p, so be, Misler Jim," he waiting a minute or two Hop arose to his feet and
said, as Dart came forward and took a look. walked cautiously 'back to the camp. Just as he
"Maybe we only puttee two, thlee feet of dirt on was about to go behind a rock so he could sudum ledskins."
denly pounce upon his sleeping brother, a foot"That will be sufficient," .was the reply. "Now · step sounded behind hini. Turning, he beheld a
tben, let's finish the job."
real Apach~ in. war paint _w ithin a dozen feet of
· It did not . take them long to do this, . and then · him. The redskin -gripped a pistol, and it was
without even marking the spot, they picked up · pointed toward the disguised Chinaman.
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"Ugh! " the intrud er exclaim ed.
''.Ugh! " grunte d the Indian , scowli ng fiercel
''Ugh! " Hop answe red, quickl y. "Wha ttee matfor he now seeme d to be very angry indeed . ' y,
tee?"
"Easy , redski n," warne d Jim, pi;ishing
Undou btedly the Apach e took him to be a real
revolver close to the prison er's nose. "Don' his
Indian at first. But the mome nt Hop gave
t go to
uttergettin
g
,ugly
now.
If Y.OU do it will be
ance to the two or three words in his pidgin worse
for .you. Since ydu have got your war the
Englis h, he decided differe ntly. Hop had
pa1nt on,
no
I
reckon
we
have
got
to take
weapo n in his hands though he had retain
for an enemy .
pos- I'll just tie you up a bit, so youyou
will be safe for a
session of the big old-fas hioned six-sh ootered
he
inwhile.
"
variab ly carrie d with him where ver he went.
~eeing that Ariett a had her revolv er ready, Jim
Raisin g his finger s to his lips, he shook his
releas ed his hold upon the prison er and quickl
he~d to signif y that th,e Apach e must be very
got a .rope. The Apach e looked aroun d as if hey
qwet.
was
seekin g an avenu e of escape , but a warni ng
"Ugh! " the intrud er said, makin g a threat englance from Young Wild West's sweet heart quicking move with his revolv er.
Hop pointe d behind the rocks where the camp ly caused him to lower his head and remai n still.
It took Dart but a very short time to bind him,
lay, and again shook his head warnin gly. The
In- and then dragg ing him out of the
sun close to one
dian looked somew hat puzzle d, but must have decided that it was not necess ary to use his re- of the rocks, he permi tted him to lie there.
"Now
then,
Hop," Jim said, · noddin g
volver , for -he lowere d it. Then the clever Chinee
the
clever Chinee, "just tell us how you happeto
steppe d over to him and whisp ered:
ned to
do
that.
Did
you disgui se yourse lf for the pur"Leds kin wante e killee p,a leface s, so 'be. · Me
pose of going out to catch one of the Apach es?"
helpee velly quicke e."
"No,
Misler
Jim. "Me wante e havee lillee fun
The words had scarce ly left his lips when Hop
with my fool blothe r, so be."
seized the redski n by the wrist, and then as quick
·
"But
what
were you doing among the rocks out
as a flash he drew his own revolv er and placed
there?
"
1
the muzzle agains t his breast . "Me go lere so me comee back and havee lillee
"You stay velly muche e still, so be, or me ·allee
fun
with
my :fool blothe r."
samee killee you!" Hop exclaim ed, keepin g a
"Oh, you fixed yourse lf up out there,. I supclutc!h on the Apach e's· wrist and poking the
pose."
·
muzzle of the old pistol agains t his breast .
"No, Misler Jim. Me fixee evelyt hling over
"Ugh! " exclaim ed the In_dil!,11, this time much
Jere,"
and
he pointe d to the spot where
louder than he had done before .
had
been all the tlme while he was puttin g on he
the InThe fact was that he was astoun ded for he dian togger
y and painti ng his face. ·
certain ly had not expect ed the tables to be turned
"I
he was up to somet hing, Jim," Ariett a
so quickly. So close were the two to the camp spokeknew
up,
"but I had no idea he was going out to
that Jim and the girls could not help heal'in g tlle get an Apach
e prison er."
sounds of Hop's voice, and just as the clever
"Me
velly smarte e Chinee , Missee Aliett a."
Chinee was about to force his prison er to the
"You
know what Charli e has told you, don't
camp, Jim appear ed. Amaze d at seeing Hop with you, Hop?"
and the girl looked at him as if she
a captiv e, Dart stoppe d still in his tracks .
did
not like the remar k.
"What tee mattee , Misler Jim?" came from the
"Lat allee light, Missee Aliett a. Misler CharChinam an.
lie no
me say lat me velly smarte e Chinee.
"Grea t Scott! " the boy exclaim ed. "That you, Misler likee
Charli e no here now."
•
Hop?"
"That 's true enoug h.
it isn't necess ary
"Lat me allee light, Misl~r Jim. Me allee for you to be telling us or But
e else how smart
samee lookee likee ledskin , but me velly goodee you are. I think we know anyon
all about you witho ut
Chinee, so be."
you saying a thing about it."
· "You look a great deal like a redski n, all
"Allee light, Missee Aliett a. Now, let me havee
Hop, but the fellow you have with rou notright,
lillee
fun with my fool blothe r. He velly muche e
only
looks like one, but is the genuin e article ."
sleepe e, so be."
"You gottee lat light, Misler Jim. Me ketche e
As if what had happe ned was merely an incium Apach e velly muche e quickee.
Me velly dent, the China man turned away and walke d
smarte e Chinee ."
softly
t6 the spot where Wing was still sleepin g.
_
The Indian made no attem pt _to make his es- The sound of voices never
awake ned him,
no
cape, so Jim walked up to him and quickl y redoubt he had learne d that it was quite safefor
to go
lieved him of his weapo ns. Then taking the other to sleep while Young
Wild
West
or
any
of
his
arm, he assiste d Hop to ~ake the prison er befoi:e friend s were about. Wing
w,as snorin g
the girls, who were standm g near the tents.
.rathe r music ally when his brothe r steppe d upaway
~r1and
etta had a revolv er' in her hand, showi ng plaml y bent over him. Jim and
the girls could not help
that she was ready for anythi ng that might hap- smilin g in spite of the fact
that_
they
had
been
pen.
somew hat excite d
the captur e of the Apach e.
"Well ," she exclaim ed, "what does this mean, After makin g sureover
that they were lookin g at him,
anyj\9w?"
Hop drew his huntin g-knif e,, and then bendin g
'lffi-el ythlin~ allee light, Missee Aliett a," Hop over the sleepi ng cook,
raised it as if he was
answe red smilm gly.
-about to plunge it
his body. He posed for
"Hop fixed himse lf up to look like an Apach e, nearly half a minutinto
e probab ly for the benefi of
and then went out · and caugh t one,''. Jim said,
those lookin g on, and then he sudden ly gave tthe
he came to a halt before the girls. "Quite as
a sleepe r a smart slap on the face.
clever trick, wasn' t it?"
"Hip hi! Whatt ee mattee ?" came from Wing,
"Velly muche e clever, Misler Jim," Hop an, as he opened his eyes
and raised his head sudswered , before either of them could speak.
denly.
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· When he saw what he surely must have taken
for a savage redskin bending over him with an
uplifted knife, he was almost ready to collapse.
"Misler Jim, Misler Jim," he shouted, at the
top of his voice, and then he tried to pull himself
back out of the way. ·
•
· Hop did not say a: word, lmt made a threatening move with his knife, and Wing, now pa le with
fear, shrank back a s if he was endeavodng to
sink into the ground. Certainly Hop was having
some fun with his "fool brother," as he cailed
him. He made two or three threatening moves
'with the knife, and then suddenly he gripped the
cook by the collar of his shirt and pulled him to
his feet. The clever Chinee did not utter a word,
no doubt because he knew that his brother would
recognize the voice right away. Trembling visibly, Wing was half dragged over to where Jim
and the girls were standing wjth smiling faces.
It did not take him long, however,. to notice that
they were smiling, and then he turned and looked
sharply at his captor and recognized him.
"Stoppee lat!" he cried, breaking away with
remarkable quickness. "Me smackee you face,
Hop."
•
"Ugh!" exclaimed Hop, in imitation of a real
Indian. "Me allee samee bigee chief. Killee Chinee velly muchee Quickee."
Wing, now no longer afraid, suddenly lowered
his head and butted his tormentor -sQuarely in the
pit of the stomach, causing him to fall backward
and go rolling upon the ground. He leaped after
him and no doubt he would have given him a
sound thrashing if Jim hado not interfered.
"That will do, Wing," the boy said, as he seized
him and pulled him back. "Hop rigged himself
up to fook like a redskin and then went out and
got one of them. There he is lying on that rock."
· When Wing turned and saw the prisorter his
mouth opened wide.
"Hop do lat?" he asked, rather faintly.
. "Yes, he did."
. "Allee light. Maybe he velly ·smartee Chinee,
but somee timee me havee smackee him in the
face and hurtee him."
Then, much crestfallen at having been made
the butt of a joke, the cook walked over to where
he had .been reclining when he was awakened and
sat down, not saying another word.

CHAPTER IV.-What Happened in the Apache
Village. Wild, Charlie and the lieutenant crouched
among the rocks and looked at what was going on
in the Apache village for probably ten minutes
before they made a move to go any further.
There was nothing to be seen there out of the
ordinary. Probably there might have been as
many as forty squaws and a numbr of children
of various ages. A hundred braves and bucks
and a score of mongrel dogs were there. Some
of the teepees were quite new, and with the bright
paint smeared upon them in the form of various
sorts of animals and other things, they l9oked
rather picturesque. At one end of the tent vil!age, as it might be called, was a tent such as i_s
generally used by a military officer as his ternporary headqv.arters. This looked a little out of
place compared with the rest of them.
~
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"I'll bet the sneakin' Apaches stole that tent
all right," Cheyenne Charlie whispered, after a
comment had been made by Lieutenant Norton.
''Verly likely, Charlie," the young deadshot answered. "Redskins are inclined to steal anything
they can get their hands on; as a rule, and, I suppose they have come across the tent in some wa:y
and appropriated it for their own use. I take it
for granted that it is the headQuarters of th<:
half-breed, eh, lieutenant?"
·
· "Undoubtedly," was the reply. "I have seen
John Bear Foot two or three times, but I- am surE
he is not there now, unless he is inside the tent."
"There is no redskin there who looks like a
chief, either. Probably Red Hand is in the tent
also."
"Probably."
"Well, let us get a little closer. I reckon it's
safe to do so, since I can't see -that they have more
than two or three guards posted. There's a redskin right below us, though we can't_see him."
"How do you know it, then.?'. ' the lieutenant
asked, in surprise.
"I have noticed that the one over there to the
right has been looking that way several times,
and I saw him nod his head. That shows that
there must be someone down there."
"I see. I would hardly have noticed aAhing
like that."
"You have got to notice all sorts of things
when engaged in this sort of business," and the
young deadshot smiled.
·
"You kin bet your life you have," Charlie declared, for he was always ready to agree with
anything Wild said.
·
,. Half surrounding the level plateau upon which
the Apaches had established their small village
was a ridge of rocks, here and there a growth of
sickly looking bushes • and other vegetation
common to the almost arid parts of Arizona. By
following this around for a couple of hundred feet
Wild knew they could get within fifty feet of the
nearest of the teepees. He figured this all out
before he said" a word. Then in a whisper he
said:
"Lieutenant, just follow me ·and see to it that
you proceed without making any noise. I reckon
you have done scouting before this, so it is hardly
:necessary for me to tell you that we must be very •
cautious."
"I'll do the best I can. I think I can manage
it all right," was the r~ply.
.
Charlie permitted Norton to go next to Wild.
He brought up the rear, and as they proceeded
along among the rocks, drawing nearer to the tent
the young deadshot was aiming for every second,
he not only kept a watch on both sides, but looked
. behind occa-sionally.
In this way they proceeded until there was no
possible chance of going any closer without .being
- seen by the Apaches. The jabbering of the Indians, the wails of two or three papooses, and the
barking of the hungry dogs made sufficient noise
to shut oift any sounds they might have made.
However, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie never once got the least bit careless. They
all proceeded exactly as they would have done in
the dead of night when all was quiet. · The braves .
were sitting and lying about wher-e it was most
convenient, of course trying to keep out of the
sun as much as possible, while the sQuaws, true
to their industrious habits, ·were engaged in doin1
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somethin g, if it was · nothing more than caring Hand,
chief, paid little or no attention to this,
for their children. The guttural voices were not but it the
must have pleased them, for to
at all strange to the three, and ()C(!f{sionally Wild get the certainly
braves-w rought up meant that they would
and Charlie, who underst._ood the Apache tongue be all the
savage when the time for them to
fairly well, could catch somethin g of what they begin theirmore
fiendish work arrived.
.
were talking about. The ghost dance seemed to
"Well, lieutena nt," Young Wild West whisbe the topic, but listen as they would they could pered, as he
to creep away from the spot,
not learn anythin11: as to when the great event "I reckon weturned
won't be able to gain any further
was to occur. After remainin g ·there perhaps fif- informat
teen minutes Wild suddenly saw the flap of the men youion. It seems quite likely that the tour
with you from the fort have
armr tent thrown aside and then a tall, active- succeede d brought
gettin11: back there. That means they
lookmg man with long black hair, but garbed like will bring in
Gallant Sixth, as you call it, here
-a white man, step out. He was followed in- to clean upthe
the redskins ."
stantly by a younsc chief, who was decked out in
"I hope they get here in time to stop the ghost
all the finery of his tribe.dance.
they get that thing started. and the
"John Bear Foot and Red Hand," Norton whis-· ApachesOnce
hear of it, there will surely be an uprispered excitedly.
ing througho ut the entire reserva tion," was the
"I imagined so," the young deadsho t ans'Yer~ , reply.
in his cool and easy way. "They have been ms1de . "It oughter be
holdin11: a consulta tion, · I suppose. That half- Charlie ventured , stopped afore it commen ces,"
as he gave a sh ug of his shoulbreed looks af is he was about as cunning as he ders.
,
is strong and active. His father was a white
"That's the jdea, Charlie, " the young deadsho t
man, no doubt."
nodded. "But if we don't have the cavalrym en
"Whi<:h ain't no credit to him," remarke d the
scout, with a shake of the head; "A squaw man . 1~to.,,back us I'm afraid we would be, unable to do
ain't no good, anyhow, though of course that
"If the men got to• the fort all right it won't
sneakin' coyote can't help it."
take
any longer than tomorro w night to get ,
John Bear Foot, as he was called, sat down here,"them
the lieutena nt answere d.
.
upon a blanket, which one of the squaws quickly
"I
that will be time enough," said Wild,
brought to him and placed upon the ground. Then in hisreckon
and easy way. "Come on. We may as
he produced a pipe and tobacco, and proceede d to well gocool
back now."
have a smoke. The young chief wy.lked around
They were just about to creep away from the
among the braves, talking to them as he did so, spot
they heard the unmista kable sounds
and presentl y he called a comely looking squaw, made when
by approac hing horses. The sounds were
who quickly spread a blanket on the ground near rather faint
at first, 11\it the trained ears of the
where the half-bree d was sitting. Before squat- three told them
just what they meant. The
ting upon it Red Hand slapped his hands sharp- redskins
did not hear them until half a minute
Jy, and then about a dozen of the Apaches hur- later. But
once they did they were all upon their
ried to the spot. The three watcher s knew what feet and some
of them started to run in the directhis meant, for they were well up in Indian tac- tion the sounds
came from.
tics. The chief was about to hold a council of
"Som'e of the recruits are coming, I suppose, "·
l war, and John Bear Foot was acting as a sort of Wild observed
, in a low tone of voice. .
prime minister .
·
"Which makes it all the worse," the lieutena nt
The selected braves squatted about the two in declared , shalcing
his head. "Suppo!ie John Bear
a semi-circle, and then there was a lot of talk. Foot thinks he has
enough to start the dance
The half-bree d took no part in this, but occasion- going?"
ally nodded hi$ head, either in the affirm'Stive or . "All right. Tttere ·
negative . FiI;1ally the chief made a short address and if such a thing are only three of us here,
happens I reckon we'll .stop it,
to the members of his council. and then turned to anyhow.
"
John ' Bear Foot, who promptl y arose to his feet.
"Do
really mean that you would interfere
After knocking the ashes from his pipe, the half- if thP. you
ghost dance should start while we were
breed began talking in the Apache language . It here
spying?"
was easy for our friends to tell that he was quite
As
eloquent. His voice and the way he flourishe d his ingly. Norton said this he looked at the boy doubtbands about to lend an emphasi s to his words was
"I certainly mean that, lieutena nt."
~
bound to have its effect. They lil!tened to him in"You
a brave boy. You are willing to take
tently, and many of those who were near enough any sortare
of
chance,
it
seems."
but had not been selected to join the council did
"In this case I'll take the chance because I have
likewise. Wild and Charlie picked u:p enough / already
you that I would help stop the ghost
from what he said to let them know pretty well dance, told
But I hardly think it will begin right
that as soon as a sufficient.numbe r of the Apaches away. We'll
just wait here a little longer and see
who were invited to join them s.hould arrive the how many there
are coming."
ghost .dance would begin.
It was
long that they had·to wait. In less
Ignoran t of the fact that they we._e being than two not
those who had left the village
watched by three of their paleface eneihies, the were seenminutes
hurrying back. Followin g them were
redskins jabbered away and gave demonst rations a number of
mounted redskins , who seemed to be
of what they would do when. they once got on the very well armed.
After them came several ponies
warpath and had the paleface s at their mercy. pulling
behind them upon which were the
Some of them began leaping about as the council supplies drags
the Apaches were bringing with them.
b·reke up, and then it was not long before nearly Squaws can,ying
their papooses strapped to their
e\'lel')' man, woman and child in the village was
backs
along, and a number of dogs came
dolntr the war dance. John Bear Foot and Red rushingwalked
upon the plateau t o be inet by those al-
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ready there with barks and growls.
Several had been left.in charge of the ' camp, "I am afraid
canine fights started, but_Yoong Wild West and something may ])ave happened to them."
·
his companions had no eyes for anything like that
"What makes _yqu think that, Arietta?" Dart
just then. They watched the new arrivals as answered, forcing a smile. "They haven't been ·
they filed past the •ent that was the headquar- gone long enough to go very far and get back."
ters of John Bear- Foot and the chief. and saw
"That is true. But something seems to tell me
them nod as they passed by the t'Yo. Close to the that they may have got into trouble. You know
tail-end of the procession there suddenly ap- what Wild is. He is never afraid of anything,
peared two squaws who were leading a mustang and when it comes to taking a big risk he regards
upon the back of which a white girl was sitting it as a mere nothing."
"I think they'll come back all right. If I were
dejectedly.
.
"Great g-imlets!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. you I wouldn't worry."
"They've got a gal prisoner. B-een makin' a raid,
"I am not worrying, Jim, only I have got to
thinking, and I j;ust can't stop it. The fact that
most likely."
Lieutenant Norton gave a violent start, and Hop caught an Indian right at our camp, you
clutching Young Wild West by the arm, said: ; might say, makes it pretty plain to me that the
"I know that girl. She is Grace Harding, my Apaches. are scattered about. That being the
sweetheart. Can it be that the Indians have case, it may easily happen that Wild, Charlie and
the lieutenant have been taken by surprise and
raided· the ranch?"
"Easy, lieutenant," the young deadshot a4vised. perhaps shot or made prisoners."
"Don't speak so loud. There's a lot of noise, to
"We have heard no sliooting, so I hardly think
be sure, but you can't tell just when some red- you are right on that, Arietta." skin might hear you. · Don't get excit_ed now.
"No, we have heard no shooting, · that is true,
but there are so manv hills of solid rock between
We'll save the girl all right."
Much agitated, Norton sank back and re- us and where such a thing might happen, that it
mained silent, his eyes glued upon the girl as her · would be impossjble for us to hear the shooting."
horse was led directly before the headquarters of
Jim shrugged his shoulders. He saw that there
was no use in arguing with the girl. Anyhow,
John Bear 1Foot and Red Hand.
·
"It surely is Grace!" he exclaimed, in a hoarse Arietta always had her own way about things.
"Missee Alietta," Hop Wah spoke up, for he
whisper. "What am I goi_ng to do? What can I
had been listening to the conversation, "maybe
do?"r
"Wild told you to take it easy," Cl.1.eyenne Char- ine go findee outee somethling. Me velly sma~e
.lie whispered, raising a warning fihger. "You Chinee. Me no 'flaid of ledskins."
"You might do something,·Hop," was the eager
can't do a thing if you git all excited. I know
.
, ,
that 'cause that's my way of <loin' it. 1 gen- reply.
erally git worked up if anything like this hap"Allee light; me go velly muchee quickee, len ..
pens to me. But Wi d don't. He never gits ex- Me be ledskin. so be."
Hop had only discarded part of the Indian garb
cited, no matter what's goin' on."
Wild watched until all the new arrivals had he had donned for the purpose of pl_a ying a trick
come in, and when he saw that there were no on his sleeping brother, and he still had the paint
more prisoners he gave a nod o~ satis~action, for on his face. The feathered head-dress lay up..,n
he knew it would be much easier to rescue one the ground, so without waiting to heat what Jim
than it would be if there were more to look after. had to say about it, he quickly donned this and
"Lieutenant Norton," he said, turning · to the then proceeded to fix himself up as he had done
The Apache prisoner sat upon the
off.cer, "I reckon we have got quite a little task before.
ahead of us, but if you will do exactly as I tell ground, his back against a rock, looking on, and
when he saw the Chinaman making the preP,arayou we'll fix it up all right.' '
"I'll do anything you say, Young Wild West," tions he scowled fiercely and began to mutter
-something in his own language.
.
came the quick reply, in a hoarse whisper.
"What's troubling you, .redskin?" Jim asked,
"All right, then. I'll tell you how to calm
as he stepped over to him and made a threatening
yourself and be -ready for further instructions."
At that moment the girl captive was lifted from ·gesture.
"Ugh I Chinee heap much fool," was the reply.
the back I of the horse she had been forced to \ride
1'You think so, eh?
Well, you may have that
and turned over to an ugly looking squaw, who
promptly draggeg her into a teepee that adjoined opinion,. but · I really doubt it. He wasn't very
much at a fool when he caught you, that's sure."
the tent.
.,
·
"Apaches take the Chinee's scalp heap much
"That's all right," Charlie whispered. "We
know where she is. They ain't goin'· to bother qui~."
"Lat allee light, ledskin," Hop called . out smilher right away. They'll jest keep her in· there a
prisoner a while. You kin bet, lieutenant, that ingly. "You waitee. Apache no gittee my pigeeif things works the right way she won't be there tail, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Jim knew that it was quite likely the Chinaman
when they go to look for her. Wild an' ine will .
would be taken for an Apache at a distance, even
· see 'to that part of it.''
though he did not ride like one. But if he were
to get close to them it would not take them very
longto discover the fraud.
· /
"Hop," he said, as the disguised Chinaman was
CHAPTER V.-Hop Goes to .the Apache Village.
saddling his hor.se. "I. reckon if you happen to get
.
'
When two hours had passed after the departure among the Apaches you had better make out that
of Wild, Charlie and Lieutenant Norton, Arietta you are deaf and dumb. The minute you open
your mouth to -say anything they'll 'know right ,
began to grow restless.
·
"Jim," she said, looking sharply at the boy who away that you are not a redskin!'

.
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"Allee iight, Misler Jim. - Me allee same·e de~"
and dumb, len. Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
shootee bigee fireclacker off, makee bigee _bang,
and len evelythling be allee liglit. Hip hi, hoolayl"
At this the prisoner scowled more fiercely than
ever, and did some more muttering. But he was
tied too well to have the chance to free_his hands,
so he had to ·submit. Of course Jim and, the girls
meant to keep him there until Wild returned.
The young deadshot "was always the judge in such
matters, and whatever he said in regaro to the
captive would surely be carried. out. If he decided to let him go it would be satisfactory to the
rest, and if he chose to keep him a prisoner it
would be the same. Hop made sure that he had
all he wished to take with him. The inside of his
loose-fitting c.oat or blouse, as it might be called,
contained nothing but pockets, it seemed, and in
these were many little articles such as .l('lass vials
containing chemicals, fireworks of different descriptions, flasks, some of which were empty and
others that contained whisky, and a host of other
things too numerous to mention. Being a magician, ; Hop had arranged the coat that way, and
it was seldom indeed that he was not ready to do
something that was startling, whether it was intended just to make fun or for the purpose of putting an enemy to flight. As the Chinaman got
into the saddle Arietta came up to him and said:
"Now then, Hop, be very careful. Don't run
into danger. Follow the direction they took when
they left here. You ought to be 'a'ble to keep upon
the traiL But look out for the Apaches. TheY,
are about as crafty as Indians can be, and .if
they should happen to take you by surprise they
would quickly discover that you are not one of
them."
•
"Me allee samee Chinee, so be. Me no ledskin. ·
Maybe. me lookee likee ledskin."
Then the Chinaman gave a laugh, and without
any further delay urged his piebald broncho . forward and . quickly rode away out of sight.
Strapped to his belt by means of a holster was
the big old-fashioned six-shooter, and this with
the hunting-knife was the only weapon the Chinaman possessed. But the revolver would be of no
use as far as killing _a n Indian was concernes;i,
since.-the chambers were not loaded with bullets.
Into each of them packed upon a charge of powder was the chemical powder that when ignited
makes red and other colored fire. ·
Hop had an assortment of red, blue and green,
and there being six chambers, he could give a.
display of the colors alternately. But of course/
this display would look much better in the dark,
though even in the daytime the fire would shoot
from the muzzle of the weapon to a distance of
ten feet, and certainly surprise any one who saw
it.
.
.
The Chinaman went- along at a canter until
he came to a spot where the traveling was rather
rough, and then he brought his horse down to a
walk. Taking a cigar from one of his pocJ{ets,
he struck a match and lighted it, and then puffed
away as if he was taking things very easy, in
spite of the fact that the sun was blazing hot.
He had no difficulty in following the trail of
our friends, for the most part there was nothing
but dry, powdery sand, almost white in color, and
the hoof-prints showed quite plainly.
,
He stopped when he came to the dead horse, and
seeing that the saddle and trappipgs had been

removed, he nodded his head with satisfaction
for he understood plainly that the lieutenant had
taken possession of them and put them on the ·
Indian pony.
"Lat allee light," the Chinaman muttered. "Me''
findee !em pletty quickee, so be."
·
He continued pn, keeping a sharp watch ahead
and on both sides as well, and after what seemed
to be a rather long ride, he came in sight of the
smoke that arose in several places from the Indian village.
·
Hop knew right away that he was quite near
the Apaches, so he became very cautious. He let
his horse go on at a walk, keeping both eyes and
ears open .
• Finally he came to the spot where the three
had dismounted. Their horses were there, so with
a nod of satisfaction the clever Chinee slip~ed
from the back of his broncho and then after tying
the animal near the three horses, he made ready
to find out where Wild and his two companions
were.
Creeping up behind a rock, he took the risk of
peering from Q.ne side of it, and then was able
· to see the Indian village but a short distance
away.
But there seemed to be considerable excitement
there, for the redskins were gathered 4n groups,
and all seemed to be talking in an eager way.
But nothing could he see of the three he had
set out to find.
However, this did' not strike him as being
strange, for he knew quite well that they would
not permit themselves to be seen. They were
somewhere close by, he· was sure of that, and
when he made certain that there were no captives
anywhere about, he could but conjecture that they
were perfectly safe and probably waiting there
for some purpose.
Hop decided to get a little closer. He looked
around for the footprints of those who had preceded him, but it happened that there was nothing
but rock there, so he could not tell which way they
had gone.
Instead of going to the right as they had dun~,
he turned to the left, for at the end of the ridge
which formed a sort of horseshoe about the plateau there was a little gully, and he figured that
if he could reach that he might creep up to the
very edge of the village of teepees,
It never toQk Hop long to make up his mind
what he was going to do, so without stopping to
consider anything further, he proceeded to the
left, going cautiously, and in a very few minutes
he was down into the gully. Then he proceeded
on until he came to where there was a sharp
ascent which ended within a few feet of one of
the teepees.
The Chinaman was nothing if not reckless at
times.
He relied solely on his -cleverness in case he
got into trouble, and, being disguised like an Indian, he actually thought that he might almost
mix with the Apaches without being discovered.
Afer thinking a moment he lighted a fresh
cigar, and then coolly walked up the ascent and •
paused directly behind the teepee. He listened
and heard something that sounded very much like
a groan from within. Waitjng a minute or tw:o,
the sound was repeated, and then it struck him ,
that there was a redskin who was either sick .~
or wounded in the teepee.
1
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The redskin said, something to her in his ow.n
'. Certainly he should not . be afraid o~ 'a Iielpless
redskin so-knocking the ashes from his cigar, he tongue, and then much surprised, the squaw bent
coolly ~alked around where he could be plainly over and looked at the disguised Chinaman close· seen by any one in the village if they t?ok the ly.
"Velly nicee day," the Chinaman said, suddentrouble to look that way, . and · thrust his head
inside the structure tha.t was made of poles and ly, as he arose to his feet and bowed politely.
At this the squaw turned to ·1eave the teepee.
.
·
skins.
But a word from the wounded reds)cin caused
Lying upon a blanket was an Indian stripped
to the waist and with a bandage about hia left her to come back. He said something to her
shoulder. He appeared to be very weak, so Hop which Hop could not understan.ct;ou:t it had the
knew right away that he was suffering from a effect of easing her mind somewhat for she at
once began 'tQ do what she could to make her
wound.
The Apache gave _utterance to an exclamation . lord and master lie more comfortably.
Noticing this, the Chinaman produced the flask
of surprise when he saw the face of what he
of whisky again, and picking up the gourd,
no doubt took for one of his own people. .
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as he stepped poured some more into it, and gave the Apache
.
another drink.
inside and knelt before the helpless redskin.
"YOU likee lillee' dlink of tanglefoot ?" he asked,
"Ugh!' 1 came the startled reply.
'"Me heap muchee medicine man, so be," Hop smiling pleasantly at the squaw.
She n9dded eagerly in the affinp.ative, so Hop
declared, as he took hold of his left wrist and
gave her the remainder of what the flask confelt the pulse.
·"Ugh!" again grunted the Indian, and then he tained, and when she had swallowed it she showe4
peered more closel at the face of the disguised every evidence of being delighted.
At times? the clever Chinee was nothing if not
Chinaman.
It must have been that he was satisfied that generous. He now produ<;_ed two cigars, and
it was not an Apache.who was bending over him, handed one to each of them.
The cigar ..he gave to the wounded brave was
nQr even an Indian, for he shrank back and acted
very much as if he was going to shout an alarm. all right, but the one the squaw took from him
"Cat allee light!" Hop exclaimed, raising h\s with delight contained a quantity of gun powder,
,
hand. "Me makee you well velly muchee quickce." or some other explosive.
A squaw likes tobacco almost as well as a buck
Out came a flask which contained a quantity:.of
whisky, and the moment the wounded Indian's or brave; and· it is seldom indeed that one ever
gets a cigar. No doubt this one appreciated the
eyes rested" upon it they began to glisten.
As a rule an Indian is mo1·e than fond of whis- cigar greatly, for she carefully bit off the' end
ky, and being weak, no doubj; from the loss of and showed that she wanted to smoke right away.
Hop was quite accommodating, for he struck
blood because of the wound he had received, this
one felt that a drink would do him a lot of good a match and she at once began puffing like a ,
small steam engine. It was about time for him
.
just then.
Hop shot a glance about the interior of the to get out, so bowing low to them both, the· China.small place, and seeing, a gourd that ,·ontained man &tepped from the teepee.
It must have been that the explosive matter
some water, he quickly took possession of it.
Emptying the water from it, he poured out a in the cigar was pretty close to the end, for at
generous quantity· from the' flask, and then with · that very moment there was a loud report, followhis left hand raised the Apache's head and held ed by a yell.
Instantly a number of the Apaches close to
the gourd to his lips.
Eagerly 'the wounded fellow swallowed the the teepee .started on a run for the spot.
Hop decided that he had better .not run, rely•
liquor.
Hop might just as. well have J.>layed a trick ing on his wits to save him.
on him and given him cold tea with a quancity
of red pepper in it. But this was not the proper
,
thing to do now, so lie thought. Once he got ·:·he
.-i_gh
a
liquor in him the Indian sank back with
CHAPTER VI.-The Girl Is Rescued, But,
·
of relief.
It was not the first time that Young Wild West
"Heap much medicine man!"· he said, with a ·
· had attempted to make a rescue under such cirshake of the head. "But ~o lnjun."
"Me velly smartee Chmee, so be," Hop an- cumstances. Seldom indeed was it that he failed
swered, smilingly. "Me gottee uncle in China and he was confident- that he would succeed thi~
·
whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee time.
But he was in no particular hurry for the fact
likee my uncle."
How much further the conversation might have that the captive white girl had bee~ placed in a
proceeded on this line can only be imagined, for tee.pee to be guarded by two braves told him
·plamly that no harm would1 befall her for a time,
at that moment footsteps were heard outside.
,
Instead of trying to get out of the teepee, H<;>p at least.
He motioned for the lieutenant to follow him
squatted down..near the wounded redskin and slipped his right hand under his coat and seized the ·a little further away, and then told Charlie to
revolver that was hidden from sight. The next remain on watch.
"Now then, lieutenant," he• said, speaking in a
instant the flap was pushed aside and an ugly
low tone of voice when they were behind a rock
looking squaw came in.
She gave a startled exclamation when she saw twenty feet away from where they had been
Hop squatting there, but must have taken it for wat~hing, "jus~ tell me about this thil}g. Keep
granted that he was one- of the Apaches who had a stiff upper hp, tpo. No doubt it is surprising_
to see your sweeth~a,rt here as a captive. -.. I w,mt
come there to .assist her wounded husband.
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to ask you a few questions before I proceed to
"Very well. There is no need of saying anydo anything. How far is the ranch you referred thing further."
to_from here?"
.
The boy led the -way back to where Charlie was
"Unless I am mistaken it must be nearly twen- waiting, and then after giving
him some instruc- .
ty_ miles."
tions, both started to leave the spot.
"_probably you are mistaken," and . the boy
They were taking quite a
even though the
shook his head, for it did not seem to him that redskins did not appear to risk,keeping
much of
it was possible that the redskins had raided a a watch." But in order to be
reach the teepee in
ranch that morning at such a distance.
which the girl was confined they must get ahno~t
"Yes, I might be mistaken. I was before. . Let into the heart of the village. However, both
had
me think a moment. When I was surprised by managed to do such things before,
they never '
the four Indians you and your partners shot I once doubted that they could do it so
now.
got very much confused. C9me . to think of it,
Red Hand, the chief, was
with the new
Harding's ranch can't be that distance, or half arrivals. He seemed to betalking
ve'ry
popular with
of it. I suppose I was riding in a circle, and them, and as the two crept on around
and came
forgetful of the fact, it led me to believe that I closer tney could hear him exhorting
them to rewas proceeding directly away from the ranch all main true to the A_Pache i:a,use and wipe
out all
the time. Really, I can't tell you just how far the palefaces in existence.
it is from here."
Joh.n Bear Foot, the Jt.alf-breed , was reclining
"It might be only ten miles, then."
on the blanket that had been spread upon the
"Yes, or perhaps twenty, as I said at first."
ground for him by the squaw, and appeared to
"And probably less than ten."
be indifferent. :But he was the real leader, and
"Yes."
he simply left it to the chief f4> get the Indians
"Any other ranches close by?"
in line.
.
"One within five miles, and the little settlement
Wild led the way, and
on around
where the store is located is only four miles from through some scraggy bushes.,creeping
he soon found himHarding's."
self within a dozen feet of the tent that was used
"That being the case, you can rest assured as a headquarte rs by the half-breed and
Red
that the ranch was not attacked. The young lady Hand. Thirty feet from this
was the teepee to
was taken a prisoner while she was away from which the white girl had been taken.
the ranch."
·
But there were no others outside of that, and
· "That could easily be, for she has a habit of they must be passed.
riding all over the range."
Squaws and children were
running
"I see. She probably ' met the bunch of In- or walking about them, and H;continualiy
one of them should
dians who arrived here a little while ago, and they happen to see the young deadshot
and his partner·
captured her and brought her on to the village the alarm would be given instantly,
and then.
here. Well, that part of it's settled, though of something would happen.
course it aoesn!t matter in the least just how- or
Wild let his revolver remain in the holster,
where she was captured. She is here, and it is but held his keen-edged hunting-kn ife in
for us to rescue her. You said she was your as he crept ·along. Standing before his hand ·
the teepee
sweetheart , ! believe."
. he was aiming to get at were two husky braves,
"Yes, we are to be married in the fall," and each armed with a rifle.
.
t.he face of the officer reddened somewhat.
The young deadshot knew pretty well that the.
"Never mind blushing, lieutenant. You have average Apache could shoot straight,
got a perfect· right to get married if you li~e. not want to run the chance of letting and he did
himself be
It is nobody's business, in . fact. But I quite a target for them.
.
understand your feelings. You fear f.o r the safety
"Charlie," he whispered, as he got his lips close
of the girl."
to the scout's ear, "this
going to be a ticklish
"I .could hardly feel otherwise, Young Wild piece of business. If weisonly
had Hop here now
West."
and the horses were close at hand
would be
''Of course not. But I take it that she is a quite easy. Hop could do somethingit to
attract
native of this part of the · country."
their attention, and · then we could get the girl
"She was borri in New Mexico, and has been before they knew it."
..
.
able to ride a horse and shoot with a revolver
. "The heathen ain't here, Wild," was the reply, ~
or rifle ever since she was a mere child."
"so maybe I'd better try an' do somethin'. I kin
"That means that she has got plenty of nerve, sneak around to the other side of that
tent an' ·
then. Probably she has experienced danger from hit one of the redskins with a stone.
That will
Indians before."
attract attention that way, won't it?"
"0n two or three occasions a few years ago I
"I suppose it would. But I hardly think. it will
believe the redskins attacked her father's ranch, be safe to do a thing like that.
It will not only
but not the one he is occupyirlg now. He was attract attention that way, but while
I was taking
living away out in the wilds at 'the time."
the chance to rescue the girl they would be after
"That's all right. If she is a bit used to that you, and they surely would
catch you."
sort bf thing she -isn't going to faint or grow ill - "Not afore I dropped some
of 'em, you kin bet
over what has happened. Now then, Lieutenant on that."
Norton, I want you to remain perfectly quiet right
"Well, we won't try your plan. We'll wait
here while I go with Charlie. We'll try and here a little while, and perhaps
a srood' chance will "
creep around to the very teepee in which your come. I hope the lieuten.int don't
overanxisweetheart is held a captive; and if we manage ous and leave the spot where I told get
him to w~it." '
to do that I am pretty sure that it will not take
"He'll likely do that mighty soon, 'cause he's
a great while for us to rescue her."
l9st his nerve thinkin' about his gal. We had
"I will do exactly as you i:,av."
better hurry up."
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Wild agreed _partly with this, but just then a
· He knew that he had failed to find the lieunumber of squaws gathered about the very teepee tenant.
_
they were so anxious to get to and sat down, for
"Well?" he asked, in a whisper, as his partner
it happened to be a shady place there.
crept up to his side and shook his head in the
"Well, Charlie," the young deadshot s_aid, sl:_iak- negative.
ing his head, "I reckon we have got quite a tittle
"He ain't there, Wild."
wait ahead of us. We'll just keep back among
"I could tell that the moment I set eyes on
the rocks and sit down and take it easy." '
you. You looked for him, I sup_pose."
.
The scout shook his head in disgust, but follow"Yes, all around. The horses are there all right,
ed the boy a few yards away, and then they sat but the blamed lieutenant
has
skipped
out."
there well shielded from view, though they could
"Not that, Charlie. He hasn't gone very far,
watch pretty well what was going on in the vil- and you can bet on that.
You
were not lucky
lage. It was a rather long wait that they had enough to find him, that's all. He's
hiding somebefore them, though they did not know iL
where at this very moment and keeping a watch
. It seemed that the Apaches, especially the new- on -everything that's going on
here."
comers, were bound to keep about that particul.ar
"Maybe he is, but I couldn't find him."
teepee. The minutes flitted by, and finally an
The Apaches had now settled down to what
hour passed.
seemed to be a sort ,of happy and careless way.
Charlie was now so restless that he declared
In other words, they were taking thin~s easy,
that something must be done or he would be since the last to arrive
had made all their prep· tempted to either go away from tne spot or make arations to remain there
for a while, and now
a break to try and save the girl.
had nothing to do but to talk · with those who
"Be patient,'' was the advice the young dead- cared to indulge in conversatio
n.
shot gave him. "Somethin g will turn up in our
Things
the tee ee prison .of the captured
favor if you will only wait. What is the differ- white girl about
remained about the same.·
ence if we do have to wait an hour or two longer?
In order to reach it they must go directly past
·The only' thing I fear is that Norton may leave three
othe'l' tee{>ees, and as each one was either
' the place we told him to remain at." .
occupied
one or there were Indians squat"Just as you say1 Wild. I'm satisfied if you ting nearbyit,some
it would be impossible to do anyare."
_·
.
thing
the girl without being seen when makBut the way he spoke told plainly that Chey- . ing theforattempt.
·
enne Charlie -did not exactly feel that way.
Wild looked at his watch. He found that three
Another hour passed, and things were worse full hours
had elapsed since the time they left
rathtr than b.etter. Some of the Indie.ns who the camp after.ieatm
g the noonday meal.
·came last · chose sites to erect their teepees upon
suppose Arietta will be worrying Because wiY
in the rear of the teepee in which the white girl a!e"I away
s_o \ong, Charlie," ·he said, nodding to
was confined and Wild began to think it was a his companion.
hopeless case.
·
"I wouldn't be surprised if she came out this
"If Hop would only come along," he said, in a way looking for us," was the reply.
whisper, as he looked at his companion, who sat
"Perhaps Hop may take a notion to come, too."
with bowed head, chewing hard upon a quid of
"He's the one we want."
tobacco, "we might do something. Charlie, I
"Yes, I know it. But sometimes the thing you
reckon you had better go and see how the lieu- want to happen never does happen. It is the u,ntenant is making out. Just tell him to be patient, expected generally with us."
.
and we'll surely do something a little later on."
The boy had hardly ceased speaking when there
"All right, Wild," and glad of the opportunit y was a sudden stir at the further
,of the vilto get on the move again, even if it was but for lage. A yell broke from the lips end
of a dozen or
a short time, the scout Jirose to his feet and slip- more Apaches a moment later, and
then Wild
ped away among the rockS;
and Charlie saw a man as he was being dragged
He had no trouble in gettling around to the from behind a teepee.
spot where they had left Norton, and when he
The man was bare-heade d, but one glance showarrived he made the discovery that the liegtenant ed them that he wore the uniform
a cavah·ywas no longer there. What had become of him man, so they knew it wa!J LieutenantofNorton
who
he could only conjecture, but he searched around had been captured by the redskins.
in the near vicinity without any result.
"There!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, disgustAt length the scout turned to the horses, which edly, "he's been fool enough to let 'em ketch
him.
had been tied in a spot whei:e they would be con- What now, Wild?"
cealed 'from view. "Easy,'' was the cool reply.
get a bit
. The three horses were there just as they had excitM now. See! The Apaches"Don't
are all running
been left, so that meant that the missing man in that direction, even to the squaws
and children.
· was surely somewhere about. The scout then -We wiD save the girl, anyhow, and
then we'll
·put in twenty minutes' search, but failed to dis- · have to think of some means of
getting Norton
cover a trace of the lieuqmant.
away from the redskins."
Puzzled and somewhat disgusted, he turned and
Sure enough, nearly every Indian in the village.
· made hill way back to where he. had left the young was now hurrying to meet those who
had the
deadshot. Wild had not moved an inch, it seemed. , prisoner.
. He was there on the alert, and detected the ,
"Stay right here, Charlie," the young deadshot
slight sounds the scout was forced to make in said, when he saw that the way
compara.nearing the spot, so he was able to see him th_e tively clear. "I'll go and see whatwas
I cart do for
moment he appeared.
the girl."
· The boy's face fell somewhat when he noticed
Knife in hand, he began creeping toward tho
the expression on Charlie's face.
teepees. When he reached the first one and found
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there was no one there he arose to his feet and either inside or had made his escape previous to
boldly stepped straight to the one he was s.o the explosion.
anxious to get to. He ha d marked it well in his
"Come on, Miss Harding," Wild · said, and then
mind, so there could be no mistake ·about it.
he started hurriedly in the direction of the spot
.
Once he was at the rear of it he boldly cut a where the horses had been left.
slash in the skin and then crossed it with anThe· three arrived there in a comparatively
·
·
ot4er cut.
quick time, and when they found a fourth one
Pushing the severed parts aside, he thrust his there and recognized it- as belonging to Hop, they
head in and saw the girl crouching on a blanket, knew for a cer tainty that the clever Chinee had
her face buried in her hands. She had not even arrived.
heard him slit the tent with his. 1knife.
But it really seemed that they were no better
But this was probably due· to the fact that the_ off than befor e, for even though they had rescued
yelling outside more than offset the noise the the girl, Lieutenant Norton was a prisoner in the
young deadshot made.
hands of the Apaches and as Hop had failed 'to
"Miss Harding," the boy· said, in a low to~e of make his appearance, it might be that he was
voice, "be brave now. I have come to save you." in the same fix.
She gave a violent start and uttered an exclamation of astonishment, while her face lighted
CHAPTER VII.-The Rescue Is Complete.
up as if by magic.
th
Wild West thought quickly. Always rit.
Young
deadshot
young
e
of
face
the
When she saw
through the opening her look changed-to surprise, sourceful and cool under any circumstances, he
for it was evident that she did not know him,
and could not und~rstand why he had called her decided th at th e best thing to do would be to
by name. But she ·was comparatively cool, how- let Cheyenne Charlie take the girl to the camp
without delay.
"Miss Harding," he said, speaking as if there
ever, and when the boy• reached forwa rd she let
th
was no great danger threatening them, "I want
e arm.
him take her by
Wild had no difficulty in helping her through you to go with my friend to our camp, which is
the opening he had made, and then holding her not a great distance from here. You will be
by the hand, placed his fingers to his lips to let safe there, for a while, anyhow. Now then, just
mount this horse. I am sure you are capable of
her understand that sh\! must be perfectly quiet.
He then started for the next teepee, and get- riding him."
He pointed to the Indian pony the cavalryman
ting around it, had no difficultr _in getting to ~he
rocks, where he h~d been 'Yaitmg so long w;ith had ridden, and the moment she saw the saddle
th_e sc<;>ut. . Charh~ was right. the11e, kneelmg and other equipments, Grace Harding gave a vio•
. lent start.
.
• With his rifle to his shoulder.
"Whose horse is it?" she asked.
"They're fetchin' him straight here, Wild," he
"One 6f the Apaches was riding that horse a
.
.
whispered.
"Never mind," the boy answered, makmg a mo- few-houl'S ago when we shot him from it," Wild
tion with his hand to stop anything further that explained.
"Oh!" and then she permitted herself to be
might come from his lips. " We have got to get
•
assis£ed into the sa ddle.
away from .q_ere. Come on."
Charlie did' not utter a :word of complaint about
.
The girl dm_ not even look behind her.
She .was trembling with delight now, for she being compelled to leave.
felt that she was saved, no doubt. It was quite . "Go righ~ on, Charlie, and then you will kn~:W
·
a distance they had to go in order to reach the what to do. '
.
"Come back, eh, Wildt"
horses, and Wild knew it must be done quickly.
"That's it. I'll see about getting Hop away."
Still holding fast to the girl's hand, he made
Not wishing to let the girl know that her lover
his way around the ridge, and just as 1ie got half
way a loud explosion sounded. The young dead- was in the power of the Apaches, the young
shot and Cheyenne Charlie paused and looked in deadshot said nothing further. He figured that
in case he was able to save Norton he could ride
"
the direction it came from.
When they saw a cloud' of smok.e coming from double with him, for Spitfire was strong aml
a teepee it flashed upon them instantly that Hop quite capable of the extra burden.
The redskins kept yelling, but it came in bursts..
Wah was at hand.
From the point where they had been watcliing and just as Charlie and the girl started to ride
they had been unable to see this particular teepe~, away things quieted down a little.
Wild took a quick look about him.
owing to the fact that others shut it from their
Certainly there was no better place to leave
view. Hence they had not even got a glimpse
the two remaining horses, so after making sure
·of the disguised Chinaman when he appeared.
The explosion they heard was nothi~_ like a that they were tied so they could not stray, he
crack, but one of the sort which 'fas cause~ by crept back to a rock ang peered from behind it,
gunpowder or some other explosive matter m a taking a look at what was going on in the viilage. There was a big crowd of .redskins in front
loose state.
It must have been that Hop had used a large of the tent now, and another bunch were moving
.
quantity of it when he fixed up that particular that -way.
Running behind them was a squaw, who waa
cig, ..·.
Not knowing that the Chinaman had disguised , shaking a long stick as if she was trying to beat
himself .to repre~ent one of the Apaches, they some _one wi~h it. So~ie. of the Apaches were
could ,not pick him from the rest, and when a laughing as if some big Joke had been played.
number of the redskins hurried to the smoking and Wild could not under-stand just what it
·
teepee they took it for granted that Hop was meant.
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Scan them all - a s closely as he could, he was
unable to see anything of tlop Wah.
, "Where can the hea..nen be~'' he asked himself.
"It's a pretty sure t hmg that he set off a firecracker or something of the sort for the purpose
.of attracting the r edskins this way. He found
our horses, and of course knew we wer e here.
Probably he did it thinking that it would give
us a chance to rescue the lieutenant, for he certainly must have seen him' captured."
,
The fact was, however, that Hop had not been
a witness to the captur e. He ha d just emer g ed
from the teepee when Lieutenant Norton, who
had become st> impatient that he took the risk
· of leaving the . spot he ·had been told to remain
at, was discovered by one of the Indians.
He put up a fight, but others appeared and
he was quickly overpowered.
It was· not until he was dragged right into the
village that the rest of the Apaches in that part
of it made the discovery. that he had been captured, and at this very moment the cigar exploded in the teepee.
Hop, who had made up his mind to put on
a bold front, was not long in discovering that
Norton was a prisoner, and when he saw the
majority of t_h e approaching redskins turn toward the lieutenant, he boldly advanced to meet
the others.
Then it was that the- squaw, who, having recovered sufficiently to emerge from the teepee,
set up a yelling, waving her hands frantically as
she ran about. Hop ·did not say a word, -and a s
the redskins ran up he mingled with them and
appeared to b1; as much surpri~ed a s. they wer~.
In their eXJ:1tement the redskins failed to notice
that Hop was not one of them, and the result was
tliey turned and_ hurried along af~~r the crowd
that was followmg the captured ueutenant as
he was being half dragged toward the· headquarters of John Bear Foot and Rlld Hand.
By this time the squaw had found a stout stick,
and she ran after them, doing her best to get
close enough to Hop to belabor him.
But the braves, not knowing what she was trying to do, forced her back, and the result was that
they all got up -close to the tent.
Hop knew it would not be very lonf before his
identity would be disco_vered, . so he resolved _to
slip away without delay. Feelmg sure th t Wild
and Charlie were very close by and taking it ~JI
in, he resolved to be of some assistance in rescuing Norton.
·
"Melican 'man allee samee bigee fool,". he
thought, as he looked at the lieutenant, who was
being tied ·to a stake directly_in front of the headquarters of the half-breed and the . chief. "He
no watchee velly goodee, and um ledskins ketchee
him: Where Misler Wild and Misler Charlie?"
He looked around in vain for them, and then
again turned his gaze upon the prisoner.
If Norton had been foolish, as Hop declared,
because he had left the spot he had been told to
remain at, he certainly was quite brave enough,
for as he stood there while he was being securely
bound to the stake he looked defiantly a t his captors.
It was quite an easy thing for Hop to work
his way up close to the stake, for ther e wa not
a redskin in the crowd who was paymg a ny at'tention to any one but the prisoner just t hen.
The clever Chinee managed to ge't right to the
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st ake, and· t hen out came his ever-ready knife,
and he proceeded to cut the rope that had been
used to tie t he man there. Almost as soon a~ the
knots were made the r ope w.as severed, and then
the Chinaman dr_ew back, and pushing his way
to the rear, got behind a teepee from which he
could watch what would take place. Once more
h e looked around 'in the hopes of seeing Wild and
Charlie, but he fail ed to do so. However, ·he
knew that in a minute ~r t wo it would · be discovered that the r ope had been cut; so he decided to a ct without any further delay. His
hand slipped under the garment he wore, and
then out came one of the old-fashioned firecrack- ·
ers he was famous for making.
Strikin&' a match, he applied the flame ·to the
fuse, and then hurled it squarely into the midst•
of the throng. The missile hit one of the redskins on the head as it descended, and the instant
it did so it exploded with a report that was almost as loud as that of a field piece. A cloud of
smoke went up, and then Hop_ ran quickly toward the stake. He knocked two or three ·children
over in doing this, and collided with a big buck,
who gave a grunt and angr ily turned upon him.
But Hop was going right ahead. As the rope
had not dropped, the lieutenant was not awar e
that he had been released, and when · Hop caught
him by the arm and gave a pull upon it, he gave
vent to an exclamation of surprise. But finding
himself f_1:ee, he permitted himself to be led a way
at a run. The smoke was gradually blowing away
now, but Hop succeeded in getting him behind
one of the teepee without being discovered.
~
"Hully uppee!" he said. "You comee lis way."
Of course, the Chinaman intended · to g'o back
by the way he had come, l?O around the edge of
the plateau he ran, followed by Norton.
"Hop," the latter called out, softly, "there's a
girl imprisoned in a teepee back here-:''
"Hully uppee," came from the Chinamap.
"'.But we must save her."
· "You lookee outtee, or you gittee shot, so be.
Hully uppee!"
·
Norton must have thought· that the Chinaman·
knew best, for he increased his pace instantly,
and the next minute they were below the edge of
the p}ateau and working their way toward the
gully. Of course there was some confusion in
the Apache village. The . sudden explosion had
not only created surprige, but had caused the
superstitious redskins ·to regard it as an intervention of the Great Spirit, and they were leaping
about and waving their hands excitedly, most of
them looking toward the sky.
•
Though HQIJ Wah was generally equal to almost
any emergency, and had a way of getting out of
tight places, it cert:ainly might be called more
luck than anythinK else that enabled him to conduct Lieutenant Norton safely to the spot where
the horses had been left. When they got {her.e
Hop was overjoyed to . see Wild suddenly step
from behind a rock, his face lit up with a smile.
"So it's you, eh, Hop?" Wild said, as he recognized the disguised Chinaman. "You ·have had
me guessing a whole lot ever · since I found your
horse here. What induced you to fix yourself up
in this way?"
"Me wantee havee lillee fun, Misler Wild.
Evelythling allee light.". ·
"Young Wild West," cried Lieutenant Norton,

•
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excitedly, "can't we do something to save . my
sweetheart?"
"I reckon that about all that could be done has.
been done already, lieutenant," was the reply.
"Miss Harding is now on the way to our camp."
"What!"
·
"That's right. But don't ask any further questions. While the redskins have not yet discovered
the direction you took, they will be here in droves
shortly., Just get on my horse with me and we'll
hurry along back to camp."
.
As Wild said this he quickly untied the sorrel
stallion. Norton acted as if he wanted to - ask
further questions, but he seemed to regard the
will of the boy, and without another word he
waited until the boy had mounted and then got
pp behind him. Hop was alre~y in the saddle,
1and with a wave of his hand he started over the
back trail. They had not gone more than a hundred years before they heard a savage yelling,
and then they knew that the trail had been discovered.
,
1
"They'll be after us hot, lieutenant," the young
deadshot said, as he unslung his rifle. "Probably
I will have to try a ~hot or two at them presently.
You just duck your head when I tell you to."
Norton was holding fast to thJ:l back of the saddle and doing his best to ease the movements of
the sorrel stallion. On they went, and when a
couple of minutes elapsed they found that the
yells were growing fainter.
"They haven't got after us on -horseback yet,"
Wild rematked, with a satisfied nod~ "It's all
right now, lieutenant. We'll get to the camp
ahead Qf them, even if Spitfire has got an extra
load. Keep on going, Hop. I'll manage to keep
up--with you."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the
Chinaman.
Down the long slopes and up the hills the tw·o
hors,es galloped, all the while drawing- nearer to
the camp. When they were about two miles from
the Indian village the young deadshot looked back
as they were ascending a slope and saw as many
as a score of Apaches coming on horseback. But
they were so far behind that he merely laughed.
"It's all right," he said, turning to the man behind him. -"We'll get to the camp and -have time
to prepare for them."
"And you say Miss Harding has gone on
ahead?"
"That's what I said, lieutenant."
" "I am so glad."
·
"You }:lave a right to be glad. You assisted
greatly in her rescue."
"Why, how is that?"
"When you were caught it-was butJ1atural that
the whole crowd should turn and run that way,
and knowing it was my only chance, I lost no time
in getting to the teepee and cutting an opening
in it. Then I had no difficulty in making her understand that I had come to -.save her, and the result is that we got away easily."
"Wonderful!" and the lieutenant's face lit up
with a happy smile.
· He asked no further questions just then, so they
continued on, covering the miles, sometimes being
forced to let the hors_es go at a ,w alk and once
pausing long enough to give them a breathing
spell, But the Apaches were not gaining upon
them, so it seemed that everything was all right.
However. there was going to be a fu?:ht ahead.,

.

and in Norton's way of tainking it might result
badly for them, since even though they had a sung
place to withstand an attack, they might be overcome before the arrival of the Gallant Sixth.
The tireless sorrel kept on, going as easily, it
seemed, with his double burden, as he would have
done if Young Wild West had been alone upon his
back. It was only now and theri that they were
able to hear the yelling of the savage horde- behind them, for the hills cut off the sounds to a
great extent.
When they were within a mile of the camp they
suddenly saw a horseman approaching at a swift
gallop. It was Cheyenne Charlie, and the moment
he saw them he took off his hat ,and let out a yell
of welcome. As they met, Charlie rode up, and
slapping the lieutenant on the back in hearty
fashion, exclaimed :
·
"You're what I call a lucky galoot, an' no mistake I How did you manage to git away?"
"The Chinaman gid it,'.' was the reply, and Norton pointed to Hop, who was _a few yards in the
rear at the time.
"Chinaman!" echoed the scout, as he turned
and saw Hop's 'disguise for the first time.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me allee samee
Chinee, so be. Lookee velly muchee likee ledskin,
too."
"Great gimlets I What won't you be up to next,
Hop?" and Charlie promptly dropped- back and
rode beside the grinning Chinaman.
Hop explained as much as he thought was necessary as they rode along, and finally when the
arrived safely at the camp he turned to the scout
and said:
.
"Misler Charlie, me velly smartejl Chinee, so
be."
"All right, Hop. I won't say nothin' about that
this time. I reckon you done a whole lot."
As Lieutenant Norton dismounted, the rescued
girl sprang forward and fell in his outstretched
arms.
"I'm so glad, Paul!" she exclaimed. "It was
awful. I thought surely I would be killed by- the
horrible Apaches."
"I thought the same thing was going to happen
to me, Grace," was the reply. "But never mind.
Young Wild West lnd his friends were equal to
the emergei\cy, and they have saved us. We
must ~er forget them for it."
·
"Lie:u_tenant," called out the young deadshot, as
he started to tie his horse, "I reckon we had better get ready for a little fighting. The redskins
will be here in two or three minutes now."
"That's so. Excuse me," and then Norton led
the girl over to where Arietta, Anna and Eloise
were standing, each with a rifle in readiness to
repulse the attack.
CHAPTER VIII.-The Apaches Meet With A
Big Loss.
.

.

It was evident that the half-breed leader of the
Apaches and Red Hand, the chief, thought it
unneeessiy-y to send a very large 11umber of the
braves in pursuit of 1Lieutenant Norton, who had
escaped in a way that was extremely pw:zling
to them.
As yet they did not know that the girl waa
no lo~er in the teepee, so the pursuit was started
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afJe~~he cavlllry officer and whoever it might be solemnly walked away. Then occurred to John
who had assisted him in getting away. Just nipe Bear Foot that it would be aitgood
idea to have
Indians mounted their ponies and set out to foll~ the girl prisoner brought before · them.
the tr~il after it was discovered which way the to one of the guards, he told him to go C~ling
in the
lieutenant had gone. Neither John Bear Foot or teepee and lead her out. The brave addressed
the chief joined in the pursuit, though they did hastened to do his bidding. He threw aside the
go to the ridge and examine the tracks they found flap of the teepee and took one look inside,
where the ground was soft. Both were shrewd then he leaped back as if he had been shot. and
enough to figure it out that not more than three
"Paleface maiden gone I" he cried, excitedly.
or four horses had been there, and this meant that
Instantly the half-breed and Red·
we:re
the rescurers were few. Satisfied that it would not upon their feet a d running toward Hand
teepee.
:be long before the prisoner would be· recaptured One glance sufficed to show them thatthe
the brave
and his rescuers taken, the half-breed sought the had, spoken the truth. The girl was not
inside,
the shady spot whei:e his blanket was spread and and the slit in the skin of the teepee told
plainly
sat down. It was not long before Red Hand how she ·had escaped.
.
•
joined him, and then one of the minor chie1s, who
The two leaders of the Apaches looked at each
had been in charge of the latest arrivals, walked other
silence for a moment. They were
over to them and squatted upon the ground. It amazed.in No
doubt iliey thought it bad enough
was evident that he wanted to talk, so Red Hand to
lose the man prisoner they had captured, but
nodded for him to go ahead.
to find that the girl had escaped, too, was appall· "The paleface maiden was caught by the ing.
Red Hand quickly called to the braves who
Apaches near the ·paleface settlement," the young were
gathered about, and explained what • had
chief began, and then J\e glanced over ll.t _the tee- happened.
course, he guessed that she must
pee that was still being guarded by two of the have escapedOf
at the same time the cavalryman got
braves.
·
away, and this meant that she had gone away
"Yes," Red Hand answered, and then he ':~ot a with him and the rescuing party.
glance at John Bear Foot as if he wanted w see ·
Nine had already set out,, as has been· stated.
how he took it.
but in le~ than five minutes more than a score
"Little Eagle has no squaw," the young chief of the braves who had the fe.stest horses there
went on, speaking in the Apache tongue, the same were moun~d and following the tra-il, John Bear
as he had started.
Foot riding with them.
·
,
"Ugh.!" grunted Red Hand, and then he shot
Little Eagle, the young chief who aspired for
another ~lance at the half-breed.
the liand of the captured paleface maiden,
But John Bear Foot appeared entirely . indif- watched them as they rode away, and then he,
ferent just then. He puffed away at his pipe and went to his horse and, mounting, set out after
leaned his head upon his hand, his elbow resting them. It might have been that he hoped -to be
upon the ground.
able to recapture the girl, and thus lay a double
"Big Chief Bear Foot will lead the Apaches to claim to he:r. Be that as it may, he set out resofight -the palefaces."
lutely, armed with a rifle, revolver and huntingRed Hand nodded.
knife. He was easily a quarter of a mile behind
"The ghost dance will soon start, and then the the rest, and as he left the Indian village behind
braves and bucks will be ready to take the pale- him he soon saw three Apache braves .riding diagface tcalps."
onally across a level stretch. Little Eagle decided
Once more Red Bear Foot gave a nod.
to wait for them, so reining in his horse, he re"When all the palefaces have been scalped, mained there until they arrived. The three redLittle Eagle wants the paleface girl for his skins. had set out for the purpose of scouting
squaw."
·
_
around and finding out what had become of the
At this John Bear Foot gave vent to a sarcastic four who had failed to show up, and by clever
laugh.
work, due to Indian tactics, they had discovered
"What's that you say, Little Eagle?" he asked, that one of their number, who had been missed,
speaking in the Apache language, for he under- was a prisoner at the camp of a few · palefaces.
stood it as well as he did English. "Who said They had taken notice that the . camp was well
that you was entitled to the paleface maiden for protected, so had not ventured very near it, and
your squaw?"
after hanging around\ a long time they set out
"Little Eagle catch the paleface maiden," was for the Indian village, going in a direction somewhat different from that taken by Young Wild
the quick reply.
"But Big Chief John Bear Foot is in full \Vest and his friends when they set out on a
charge. What he says is law." ·.
scouting expedition. Little Eagle was their suLittle Eagle hung his head, while Red Hand · perior, even though he had not belonged to the
remained silent, his face not changing expression band that was led by Red Hand. He questioned
them and soon learned what had happened, and
one bit.
"Red Hand," the half-breed said, as he arose to when he found that there were more. palefaces
a sitting posture and nodded to the .chief, "I've close at hand, he decided that he would surely
I
been thinking something abo·.1t this myself. I have one of them for his squaw no matter
what
don't know where any of them are. I rather think happened.
th~t I'll :v,iake the paleface m~den be ?J-Y squaw."
Meanwhile the young braves who had gone on
· 'Ugh! ' answered Red Hand, showmg that he the trail of the escaping prisoners and their reswas willing to give in to tlie man who was leading cuers· soon got Wl'y -close to the camp of Youn_g
rebellious Apaches.
Wild West. As has already been told, our friends
As if he took it for granted that his hopes were were ready and waiting for them. It happened
crushed, the young chief arose to his feet and that thev rode up at. a full ~op, and came ia-

the
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sight of the well protected camp _befo_re they realized the danger they were runnmg mto. Really
it wp nothing more t~an an ambush._ a:nd when
the rifles of Young Wild West and his companions began cracking they fi_red a few shots and
then turned to flee. But their chance was a hol!eless one, for they were on the war-path, and ~Vild
and his companions knew it and they were given
no quarter. 'The result was that after a score or
more shots had been fired there "".as not one of
the nine left to tell the tale, while two of ~he
horses had dropped and the rest were runmg
about wildly in an effort to get away from the
leaden hail. The larger number that had _set out
aftei: the discovery was made that the girl had
escaped were a little too far away to hear the
fighting, so-they continue.d right on, and the first
thing they knew they saw the bodv. of a ho~se
and that of a brave lying near_ it. T~is was quite
enough to check them for the time. bemg,_ and then
John Bear Foot; always crafty, immediat1:ly ordereli them back. He could not see anythll1g of
a camp but he knew that they must be very close
to one, 'for as he looked ahead he saw more dead
bodies scattered about.
·
Of course our hero ·and thosll with him behind
the rocks s~w them, but since they did not come
forward to make an attack, no shots ~ere fired.
The young. deadshot. was content to let t~em
alone so long ·as they did not start to 6 hoot. Lieutenant Paul Norton had certainly shown that he
was a fighter. His unerring aim had helpe~ along
wonderfully and no doub e was responsible for
as many de~ths as any other person in the party.
Arietta· had fired but two shots, a~d Anna and
Eloise each one. Cheyenne Charlie really had
done the most of it, for he was the first to start
the thing along When the second party_ showed
up it was all Wild could do to keep him from
opening fire again.
.
"There ain't no use in waitin' for 'em to git any
closer Wild " the scout declared. "They're after
us' a~' they' wouldn't stop a ·second about shootin' us an' takin' our scalps. We may as, well let
'em understand what we kin do right at the start."
"Wait a while Charlie," was the cool reply.
That settled it. Charlie gave in right away.
Meanwhile John Bear Foot wi~hdrew about a h~ndred yards. Then dismountmg, he got a view
of the horses that belonged to our friends and
could see the water-hole that was there. But he
failed to get a glimpse of anything that looked
like a human being, though of course he k1'ew
they must be concealed behind the rocks. Having taken in all that was to be seen, the halfbreen villain descended. He called some of the
Indians he thought worth while talking to, ~nd
a brief consultation was held. Not knowmg
just how many they would have to contend with,
John Bear Foot was not willing to ride up boldly,
and make an attack. His plan was to find a
means of getting within a few y,lgds of the camp
and then rushing upon it so that the defenders
might be overwhelmed before they could do much
damage. They talked it over for probably fiv~
Jninutes, but no .definite conclusion could be arrived at.
.
.
Then the half-breed found that he was right
lVhere he had started. Really there was no chance
to creep 1tpon the whites who were hidden be.hind the rocks, since it would be impossible to

do them any harm from the top of the bluff, for
Tt 'hung. over so far that they · could . not shoot
down and do any damage or even hurl rocks upon
those below. There were but tliree ways to approach, and it was so ' open by either of them
that they would not hope . to advance more than
a hundred yards before they would meet a galling fire. Bound to keep out of danger himself,
the half-breed· decided to let ten of his braves
who were eager for the blood . of the whites go
ahead and make the attack. When he told them
that they were doing it at their own risk it did
not stop them one bit. They had scented the
blood of the hated palefaces, and were now reckless. The half-breed selected one to be the leader,
and thei;i the ten Apaches mounted their horses
and rode at a mad gallop straight for the spot
where they knew the palefaces must be .,_c oncealed.
"Here they come, boys!" Young Wild West exclaimed, as the tufted heads of the braves appeared over a little ridge. "Don't fire until they
get close. Theh make every shot tell."
•. The lieuten1V1t look around at his sweetheart,
ana saw that she had been provided with a rifle
and was ready to use it. Then he nodded to the
young deadshot and said;
"We may be able to keep them off for a while,
but more will come. I wish the Gallant Sixth
would arrive. Can it be that my men failed to
get to the fort?"
"Never mind about the Gallant Sixth just now,
lieutenant. I reckon we can take care of them
if they keep coming in small parties like this.
Now then, be ready."
'
· The ten Indians were within two hundred feet
of them, their horses coming like mad. No doubt
they could see the animals belonging to our
friends, and they might have caught sight of the
pile of supplies. But certainly they could not
even get a remote glimpse of those who we·re
kneeling behind the rocks. Up they dashed, and
just as they wel"e passing Wild gave the signal,
and a galling fire was sent at them. Being so
close to the missiles of the rifles, there could be
but one result. Horses and Indians turned and
whirled about in a confused heap, and when the
firing ceased eight of them had fallen. The other
two had managed to ride on past the danger spot.
"Hooray, hooray!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie,
springing upon a rock and. waving his ·hat. "This
is what I call glorious. We're cleanin' out the
blamed Apaches as fast a they come along."
Crang ! The report of a rifle rang out from
· quite a distance away, and a bullet whistled past
the scout's ear. The shot had been fired by John
Bear Foot, who ascended to the top of the rocks
and was on the watch. But the half-breed's marksmanship was not very good, so Charlie luckily
failed to be hi:t. However, he was not long in
jumping· to the ground and getting behind the
rock again.
·
"You forgot yourself that time, Charlie," the
young deadshot said, smilingly. "I reckon you
had better be a little more careful. The whole
bunch of them didn't come here, you know. Others
are waiting back there, and if we don't look out
they'll be picking some of us off when we are
not expecting it."
"That's all right, Wild," was the reply. "I'm
goin' to try an' git a shot at the feller what come
near gittin' me. I'll try the 019 game on hi1Jl."
Hop was squatting near by, a· rifle in his hand•

.,.
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"Let me have that, heathen," the scout said,
reaching out for the weapon.
, "Allee light, Misler Ch;ulie," was the reply.
Then Charlie put his hat upon the muzzle of
the rifle and thrust it up a little .above the rock
he was crouching behind.
"Come here, heathen," he sa id. ''You hold on
to that. Keep it right where it is."
He pu.t his rifle to his shoulder and waited.
" M'. ove the hat a little," he whispered.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," came the reply,
and then Hop bobbed it up and down.
...Crang! A shot rang out from a point easily
two hundred yards away, and a bullet went
through the crown of the hat. But Charlie saw
the puff of smoke, and he pressed the trigger of
his rifte almost instantly. Crang ! There was
no · death cry, but the distance was so great that
probably if there h!id been one he could hardly
have heard it, so he did ,not know whether .the
bullet had found its mark or not. But it had
, not, though it had come dang.erously close to the
half-bred, who had :fired at the hat, thinking it
was on the head of the man he had shot at before.
He had- been foxy enough to drop the instant he
:fired, and the result was that Charlie's bullet
went two feet over his head.
The shot sent at him convinced John Bear Foot
that it was useless to . try and catch the pale:faces napping. He had witnessed the annihilation of his braves, and decided there must be as
many as a doz.e n behind the rocks. This meant
that from such a well-shielded position they would
be able to hold off as many as a hundred for a
long time, so he decided that ·the only thing to do
was to go to the village and get the entire force
in readiness to come back and clean up the paleface. The few remaining braves he had were
-<Juite willing to do as he instructed, for some 0f
the :fight had been taken out l,f them after witnessing what happened to the ten _who had so
bravely met the charg.e. -T wenty minutes later
they were ·all on the back t:rail, bent upon reaching the Apache village as soon. as possible-.

CHAPTER IX.-The Ghost Dance Begins.
It did not take Young Wild West very long to
discover that the Indians had beaten a retreat,
and once he was satisfied on that point he decided
that it was time some o:qs: should go and look for
the troop of cavalry tha'e'was expected to arrive.
The afternoon was well advanced and he knew
pretty well that if the lieutenant's men had succeeded in getting back to the fort the cavalry
must b~ well on their way. But it was hardly
likely they would come to the spot where they
were most needed, sipce Norton had instructe<i
them to meet him at a point nearly twelve miles
distant.
"Lieutenant," the young deadshot said, half an
hour after the half-breed and his braves had tak-en their departure. "I reckon it will b~ advisable
to send some one to meet the Gallant Sixth, as
you call your troopers."
"I will go," was the reply. "I know just where
they will come if the men arrived at the fort
and delivered my message."
"I reckon you had better stay right here. I
~11 be the one to go-" .

/

"You-! "
"Yes. I reckon Charlie and Jim, with the assistance of you and the girls, will be able to,,keep
things straight h,ere for a while. I hardly think
the redskins will make . another attack before
dark, anyway."
In two hours and a half it would be sunset,
since the afternoon had passed quickly to ~he
young deadshot after putting in the long wait
at the Indian village. Having made up his minfl
just what t d" do, he lost no time in making his ,
prepa1·ations.
·
' ·
"Boys," he said to Cheyetne Ch_arlie and Jim
Dart. "I am going to leflve you in charge. Just
see to it that you take care of things in the right
way. Charlie, you want to be very-careful and
not :fire before it is really necessary. Please bea'r
that in mind."
"I'll do jest as you say, Wild," the scout an~
swered. "I always do, you know."
a "Yes, I know you do. But sometimes you are
inclined to be a little bit hasty. Never mind
how much you hate the redskins. Just keep cool,
and don't :fire a shot unless Jim is willing that
you should do so. Lieutenant," .and he turned
to N01·ton, "there is no need of me giving y6u
instructions. lf ou are simply our guest. I know
very well that you will do your par.t if there is
any fighting to be done while I am away."
· "I'll try to do my part," was the reply. "But
I really wish I could go with -you."
"I prefere to g9 aldhe."
"Misler Wild," · spoke up HoJ), who had discarded his Indian disguise· .and now stood there
garbed exactly as he might have been if he_were
living in China, "me likee go with you, so be." ·
"By jingo! It wouldn't be a bad idea to take
you along, Hop. You certainly have proved youi<self very valuable so far in this particular piece
of business. You can go if you like."
"Hip hi, . hoolay !"
·
"Shet up, heathen!" Charlie · exclaimed, half
angr ily. "Don't feel so smart about it. Wild
wouldn't .take you if he didn't know that you
•
wouldn't be no good here."
"Lat allee light," and Hop continued laughing.
But he was not long in saddling his horse, and.
when he was ready Young Wild West was mounted and waiting for him. It was not necessary to
give any further instructions, for the young deadshot . knew he could place dependence up~m Jim
at least. Then ag.ain, ATietta was a sort of leader, too, and her advice rtight mean a whole lot.
"Come on, Hop,'~ the young deadshot said, and
waving his hat to those they were lea,ing, th~
·clever Chinee rode after him.
Instead of taking the trail tliat would lead
them almost dir ectly to the Indian village, Wild ·
swung off to the right when he came to the. dead
body of the lieutenant's horse. He knew the way
Norton had come, so it was necessary that they
should proceed in that direction if they were to
stand a chance of meeting the cavalry. Hop rode
along behind him, no doubt feeling very imp-ortant at being per~itted to accompany the young
deadshot on such a trip. It was not a difficult
matter to follow the trail Norton had made when
he was being pursued by the four braves who
had come . upon him unexpectedly. Wild continued
on, and when he caine tQ the spot where the red•
skins had :first appeared he halted and took a
look at the sandy ground. It was quite easy for
/
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him to see the tracks of the lieutenant's horse, Wild paid little or no attention to it, and Hop
was looking behind him at the time. It was eviso nodding to Hop, he said:
dent that the Apache knew exactly where he was,
"Come on; this is the way we want to go."
Then they rode on again, and. after covering for sud_d enly' he slapped upon the flank of his
about a mile they suddenly came face to face with horse and let out a yell. Away he went gallopa lone Apache as they were turning a sharp bend ing straight into the defile, and before the young
· among-the rocks. It was Little Eagle, the young deadshot could draw a bead upon him with his
chief, and surprised at seeing the paleface boy revolver he had disappeared from view. Hop
and the Chinaman so close to him, he reined 'in turned his horse and went after him, and then
his horse and tried to make it appear. that he Wild followed. The two could hear the hoofwas friendly. But .the war-paint that was daubed beats of the horse ahead of them, but there was a
on his fa<;_e belied ~is, ·and as quick as a flash turn there, and both horse and rider were out of
Young Wild West had him covered by a revolver. sight.
"I reckon you wasn't paying very much atten"What are you doing here, redskin?" the young
deadshot asked, as he rode up to him, his, horse at tion to your prisoner, Hop," the young deadshot
called out, as he reined in the sorrel stallion.
a walk.
"Whattee lat, Misler Wild?" Hop artswe:red, as
"Me look for the Apaches," was the reply.
"You mean that you are out trying to spy on he brought his horse to a halt.
"You were not watching your prisoner, I say."
.
the palefaces."
"We ketchee velly t muchee quickee, Misler
·
Little Eagle shook his head.
Wild."
"Me heap good Apache," he declared.
"Never mind, Hop. Let him go. It won't do
"Is that so? What are you doing with your
war paint on, then? I recokn you are getting us anr good to try and catch him. It real~f matters httle, anyway, for what he may tell the halfready to take part in the ghost ·dance."
"No!" and the Apache was very positive as he breed will not · assist him any. Come on. We
have got to find the Sixth Cavalry, and we must
·
- shook his head this· time.
"All right, redskin. I, reckon you had. better do it soon, or they'll never reach our camp before
go wit}) us.-· Hop, just take care of his shooting- darkness sets in."
Rather reluctantly the Chinaman rode out of
·
irons, will you Z''
"Ve1ly· muchee quickee, Misler Wild," and the .the defile after the young deadshot. Meanwhile,
Chinaman rode forward .and was not long ifi . Little Eagle was riding as if for his life. He
relieving Little Eagle of his rifle, revolver and reached the other end of the narrow passage between the rocks and looke<l over his shoulder,
hunting-knife.
Not satisfied with this, Hop also took the ~art- expecting to see his late captors in hot ·pursuit.
ridges he had with him, so the Apache, even When he found !hE:Y were not coming -he slilckthough he managed to make his escape, would not .. ~ned the pace of his horse, and. finally brought
'
.be able to do very much harm to any one he it down to a walk.
1
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, flashing an ang:ry giance
-might meet.
"Now then, redskin," Young Wild West said, in the direction he had corlte from. Paleface boy
"you ride right alon~ with u_s, and if you attempt heap I_I1Uch smar~. I_Ie take Lit~le Eagle's gun
to get away you will get a bullet through you and p_istol and his rifle, too. Little Eagle will
go back to the Apaches."
before you know it. You hear what · I say?"
Being well acquainted with the country he
"Little Eagle heap much good Apache," came
struck his course· and rode along leisurely to~ard
the reply.
1'Little Eagle is heap much -b ad Apache, you
the Apache village. _He arrived there when the
mean. Never mind, now. Don't say another sun _was yet an _hour and a h1;1-l! high, _and found
word, but do as I tell you or you'll get shot. You considerable excitement prevailing. Little Eagle
and your gang have started on the warpath, so rode up and dismounted near where the two leadyou can bet that you'll have to take your medi-· ers of the band were standing. First he went to
· R_ed Hand and told him of what had happened to
cfne if you try anything at all funny."
The ndian said rio more to this, but with him, and then he nodded to the half-breed and
bowed head rode along at the" side of Hop, who rep_e ated his story.
"All right," John Bt9r Foot said. "We'll fix
was now holding his big pistol in readiness to
shoot at. an instant's notice. They continued on them before tomorrow morning. Little Eagle get
for perhaps half an hour. Wild glanced at the your braves together. The ghost dance will ~tart
· sun, which was getting lower all the time, and right away. Every brave must dance until he
after looking at his watch decided that if he did can no longer -stand upon his feet, and those who
not meet the cavalry in another hour there would remain longest in the dance will be the favorite
be small chance of their arrival before darkness ones."
Little Eagle nodded, and at once set about to
set in. However, he was not much afraid fuat the
redskins would take possession of the camp, for procure weapons to make up for those that had
they had already been taugh~ a lesson, and would been taken from him. Red Hand ·had things well
be very careful about making an attack, even under way for the ghost dance, and a· few- minutes·
though they had their full force to do it. The red- later t~e beating of a rud.e dTum such as ere
· skin pris~ner appe3:red very meek as h~ rode used by tll.e Indians was heard. Then out stepalong beside the Chmaman, but all ·the time he ped an old fellow who was a sort of medicine
was looking for a chance to ~ake his escape: vVil_d man. He was garbed in a fantastil; sort of way;
had not taken the precaut10n to even tie his, and wore the skull of a bull upon his, head.
hands, much less bind him to the horse, so L ittle Strings of be;ids and huge rings tied with backskin thongs hung over him, and as he began
Eagle was hoping to get away.
As they were passing along the foot of a rathre taking a few steps about they jingled and clatJ
high cliff thP.y suddenly came to -a narrow defile. tered in time with the beating of the drum. The
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braves . and bucks crowded to the fore, and a ton hurried a way f rom the camp and was soon
circle was formed about the dancing medicine ·mounting the rocky ascent.
man. Then John Bear -Foot and Red-.Hand pushHe had hardly :reached the top when a shout
ed their way to t}).e center of the circle and clap- of joy came from his lips, a nd he began waving
ped their hands. Instantly the medicine man_ his hat excitedly.
ceased his antics. Then Red Hand proceeded to
"What's up, lieutenant?'' Cheyenne. Charlie· ,
address his followers. He talked long and earn- called out, a s he ran toward the foot of the rocks.
estly assuring them that there could be no doubt
"They're coming, they'r e coming," came the
but that they could soon kill all the palefa<ies and reply.
take many scalps. For perhaps three minutes he
Cheyenne C):J.arlie scrambled up to him as quicktalked in this strain, and then he gave way to ly a s he could, and when he saw at least a hun- t}fe real leader. John ]3ear Foot brought all his dred cavalrymen coming almost directly toward
eloqu~nce to the fore then, and h~ had the red- the camp he joined the lieutenant in his cheering,
skins leaping about and applauding him, before and waved his hat v..ildly. · He hurried on down
he had talked a minute. But he kept right on, to let the girls hear the good news.
after commanding them to be silent, and after_;
"I reckon Wild struck 'em putty quick," he
five minutes had passed they were ready for any- said. "They'll be here in less than five minutes.
t'hing. Sharpened sticks ,were now passed around · They've got to git around that bluff over there. ·
by some . of the quaw_s, arid .one after a}lot~er But they sartinly can't tniss seein' the lieutenant
the braves pricked their bare br easts _until t1~y up there."
.
.
. streams of blood would be seen flowmg. This
Norton remamed where · he . was, for he was
was done to show the .courage they ~ ossessed. Not bound' to make the approaching cavalrymen see
until every Indian there had prickeo his skin did him. It was more than five minutes later before
Jolin Bear Foot leave the circle. He knew that they arrived, for they were compelled to go by
the ghost dance was ready to begin. Just w~y a somewhat roundabout way. As they rode up
the ! ndians call it a ghost dance cannot be said, Norton was there to meet them.
but it is said on good authority that this dance
"You got my message, eh, captain?" he said to
originally came from the superstituon caused by the officer in command.
ghosts and goblins that were supposed to walk
"Yes. We fea1·ed something had· happened to
about long aft.e r the death of those they repre- -you. How about the Apaches? Has the ghost
sented.
dance begun yet?"
Of .course the first place the Apaches would
"Well, I can't say. But where is Young Wild
visit when they were in the proper trim to shed West?"
blood would be the camp of Young Wild West.
"I haven't seen him," and the captain looked
This had been settled upon by the half-breed and surprised.
_
·
·
Red Hand before the medicine man appeared.
"Haven't seen him! How is it that you hapEverything being in readiness now, John Bear ·pened to come this way, then?" · ·
Foot nodded to the chief, who promptly stepped
"We followed the directions of the man who deover to the young buck w4o had ceased drum- · livered the message as well as we could."
.
ming, and taking _one of the sti~ks, he struck ~pon
T.he young deadshot's partners and -the girls
the dr~m three trm.~s. The· voices of the ~ndians were amazed when they found that Wild was not
arose. m a sor_t of dirge, and then ~lowly with_ un- with the cavalrymen. Charlie had not remained
d:ulating motion . t~ey negan ~ovrng about m a . upon the rocks long enough to see whether he
circle. The med1cme ~an waited f?r .a moment, was or not, and the lieutenant had not given it a
a nd then he began leapmg about as if ~n a fr~ry.zy thought so elated was he at seeing the troopers
the trinkets th3:t were strung abou~ him makmg coming to curb the uprising of the Apaches.
sounds that mingled strangely with the .other
"Charlie " Arietta said as she came ·forward
noises. John Bear Foot gave a nod of satisf~c- and touch;d the scout on 'the arm "do you think
tion, and then taking the chi~f by the arm, said:
anything could ha ve happened to Wild and Hop?"
"Come, Red Hand, we'll drmk some µre-water.
"I har dly think so Arietta " was the reply.
I've saved it until this time."
"It j est happens that 't~ey we~t the wrong way,
Red Hand nodded eagerly; and the t wo passed an' that's why they didn't see the cavalrymen
, into the t ent.
comin'. They'll be back all right, an' you kin
bet on it."
Arietta said no mor e just then. But it was
CHAPTER X.-The Charge of the Ga lla nt Sixth. plain t hat she was worried. The captain of that
p o1·tion of t he command ,vith the Gallant Sixth
I t la cked yet an h our from sunset when Lieu- talked a while with Lieutenant No1'ton, and then
ten ant Nor ton beca me so rl!stless over t he pro- he was conducted to the Apache pr isoner. The
longed absence of Young Wild West that he de- redskin was questioned sharply, but it was little
clared he was going t o climb t o a high point near or no information that could be got from him. r
at hand and take a look around.
·
It seemed that he did n ot care if they killed
" I'll look fo r them. They may be coming. Or him ; he was not going to talk much. F inally
1 may see the Ga llant Sixth ," h e declared.
the captain nodded to Norton and .said:
.
"A good idea, lieutenant," J im Dart answered.
" Well, lieutenant, the horses have been rested
"Go ahead. We'll keep a watch, so if there hap- sufficiently, so we will proceed a t once to tbe
p en to be any r edskins ~round t hey won't get Apache village. There is nothing like nipping
more ·than one sh ot at you befor e we'll attend to an u prising in t he bud. We will f orce the Apaches
them."
. t o submit whether they have started their ghos
" One shot may be t oo m any," Ariett a declar ed. dance or no1'. They must be dr iven back to
" You h a d bet ter be- car eful, lieutenant ."
reser vation, and t hose who have been
are
"I'll be careful," was the r eply, a nd then N1Jr- bible for the revolt' will be properly
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of. I will place you in command until we reach ·
the scene of action."
.
Norton saulte~ his superior and promptly got
ready to take his departure. · He · used the same ·
horse that he had taken in place of the one that
had been shot under him, and when the captain
saw it he ·wanted to know why the change had
been made. When he learned how nearly the
lieutenant had come to losing his life and how
Young Wild' West and his partners had quickly .
shot down his four pursuers the captain shook .
his, head, -and turning to· Charlie and Jim, said:
«Lieutenant Norton has much to be thankful
fQll'.. You certainly saved hill life."
"That's all right, captain," Cheyenne Charlie
answered, a grim sm_ile showing on his face. "It's
jest fun for me to shoot redskins. I've got a
grudge ~gin' 'em, an' I'll have it jest as long as
I lfve. I reckon we're goin' with you, ain't we?"
"I'm sure I have no objections. But do fou
tla.ink it advisable .to leave the ladies here with
only a Chinaman to protect them?"
"I reckon they kjn protect themselves all right, ..
if there ain't more than half a dozen . redskins to
come an' bother 'em."
"Is ,that so?" and the captain arched his brows
as he looked at the girls curiously.
Arietta was standing there, rifle in hand, a,nd·
she smilingly ret9rted :
"I rather think Cheyenne Charlie is right. .
Have no fear for us. If the ·Indians are all at '
the village now, certainly there will be none to
cqme here to interfere with us while you are
away. But be sure to find Wild and Hop."
The last was said to Charlie and Jim, who
promptly nodd~ their heads assuringly1
The bugler sounded the call for, the cavalry to
mount, and the next minute the Gallant Sixth was
ready to leave.
'
\ The command was given to form in line, and
\ minute later the mounted troopers rode away ,
~m the camp, Cheyenne Chl!rlie and Jim Dart
~.ing with the captain and lieutenant.
ally the young deadshot's two partners were
e ·anxious to find him than they were to get
he redskins. They rode on until they came
here the dead horse that had been shot under
lieutenant was lying, and then at the sugges~
_
. , of Jim a halt was called.
~aptain," Dart said, as he saluted in military
\ m, "the chances are that Wild went to the
i which is the way Lieutenant Norton · was
r
i when he was pursued by the four redI think I'll take Chll[.lie and go that way
ek for him. If you will ride along rather
y we may reach the Apache village by the
you do."
·
·
f
ft is not for me to tell you what you shall o'r
, ~ 11 not 1o," was the reply. _ "Certainly I have
autho~ity over Young Wild West's partners.
r,ou wish to go that way I certainly will see
, t that we move slowly until we get as close
the Indians as y;e can without letting them
pw it. We will then wait for you to com·e ."
f That's all right, then," and Jim promptly
ned his horse and rode away, followed by the

~
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append that they did not have to go more
dJs · mile before they met the youne- deadshot
G.u~- Wah as they__were returning! somewhat
~t
not ·h~vmg seen., anythmg of the

. !'
I
.
" "H
. :O?ra~
. the
scout crjed, wavingI his hat.
Jest m time .. Now then, ,.. reckon if w·e take a·
sho:r;t . cut we'll be able to head off the cavalrymen."
·
'!What's that, Charlie?" Wild asked, as he -came
riding up. · "I didn't quite catch your words. ·
Cavalrymen, you say? Have they arrived?"
·
"I reckon they have. Come right straight to
our camp, an' they're on the way now . to 'clean
up !Jie Injuns.:'
.
,
. Jim ~hen quickly -expl_amed. matters, Charlie b~
mg satisfied to keep qmet long enough to permit
him to do so.
"Hip hi, hoolay!". Hop Wah shouted. "We goto um- ghostee dancee, so be."
"I don't know about that, :{lop," the young de~dsh?.t retor~ed, wit~ a smile. "Probably the red- 1
skms won t haye time to start it. I . suppose the
cava-lry have mformation enough. and probably
orders, too, to clean them out and take the leaders
prisoners."
"That's what they're goin' to do, Wild, whether
they've started the ghost dance or not," Charlie
declared.
·
l'All right, then. Let us hope that it can bedone without much bloodshed. I don't like to
shoot a redskin even it- he is trying to take my
life."
·
"Huh!" exclltimed Cheyenne Charlie shrugging
his shoulders. "I can't see what you feel that .
way for, knowin' as you do that your father a:p'
mot~er was killed by , redskins when you was
nothm' but a little baby."
·
. "Never mind, Charlie. We won't argue the
question. Come on."
Jim turned to make what he knew would be
a short cut, so. they would be able to get ahead
of .the cavalrymen, and then all four rode along
as f11:st as the rocky and uneven ground would
permit them. .The ground was covered rapidly
but the sun was getting ,so low in-the west noV:
that the long slanting rays showed between th.e
crevicj!S and glistened upqn the powdery white
sand with a fiery brilliancy that was entirely unlike the way it looked at noonday. •
The Chinaman was riding along close behind
the scout, eager to get to the scene of action.
I~ was not a great while before they struck the
t:r;a1l that would take them direct to the Indian
village, - They halted there, and Wild and his
partners convinced themselves right away that the
cavalrymen had not yet pas~ed that way.
There was nothing to do but to wait, so this
they did, and after what seemed to be a rather
long time, though it was but· a few minutes the
beating of many hoofs came to their ears. '
Then the glistening s~bers of the cavalry were
seen flashing in the rays o1 the declining sun, and
the horses and men became plainly discernible.
· The four- waved their hats and received an answering salute by those in the lead.
When the Gallant Sixth finally; reached them' a
halt was called. Wild was introduced to the captain, who declared that he had heard much about
him, though he had never had the pleasure of
meeting him before.
"Lieu.tenant Norton tells me that you have declared that you will stop the ghost dance, Young
Wild West," he said, a smile showing on his face.
"I he1ieve I said I would helo stoo it." was the
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reply. , "But I hardly know .'wh~ther I will or
not. Probably it will never begin, for you cer~
tainly are not going to permit the redskins to go
ahead with their preparations f or war, are you?"
"Certainly not, Young Wild West. My orders
are to make short work of all the Apaches who
oppose me. By doing this a _general uprising will.
be preevnted. I really· hope they ha-ve not· started
the ghost dance, though even if they have and
even thou1th we stop it, the seeds of discontent
will be sowed, and it will take some time to get
things running in proper shape again. We never
can trust the Indians, you know."
"That's about the truest thing you have ever
said, I reckon, captaih!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "There never was a good Injun unless
he was dead."
'
The captain looked to the west, and then shrugged his shoulders and said:
.
"I think we had better be on the move. It is
much better to attack a band of Indians in the
daylight than in the dark.''.
"Oh, we won't be long_getting there now," Wild
answered, qy.ickly. "In fifteen minutes we will be
in sight of the village."
Wild made no mistake in the time, for in just
about fifteen minutes they rode. around the crest
of the hill and came in full sight of the redskin
village. By, this time the ghost dance was at its
height, and there was not , a brave or buck on
guard. The squaws and children were gathered
around watching the scene . with interest.
John Bear Foot and R~ Hand stood quietly
before their tent, watching what was going on
with undisguised pleasure.
"We'll charge them wit_h out delay," the captain
sa id. "Now then, lieutenant, I'll take command.
Young Wild West, you will assist me. The ghost
dance_has begun, as we can see. - The· thing to
do now is to stop it."
"Right you are, captain. Come on."
Then away they rode, the sorrel stallion galloping beside the iron-gray that was bestrode by
the captain of the Gallant Sixth.
The redskins, now f rantic from the exertions
they had put themselves to, did not see · the approach of the cavalry: until they were within two
hundred feet of theih. Theri a scene followed
that would be hard to describe.
Wrought to a desperate _pitch and boiling with
rage, they scrambled to get their weapons to meet
the attack. A minute later the two bodies met,
·and then rearing and plunging horses leaped
about in the srpoke, while the constant rattle of
firearms and the clashing of steel rang out.
Wild rode around · to the left, where he saw a
score of more of the Indians running. Among
them were John Bear Foot and Red Hand, the
chief. He wa s met by a leaden hail, but not a
bullet touched him. His revolver kept cracking,
and the redskins were fallin g at each shot.
But he was not going to quit: He shouted to
the cavalr ymen to follow him. Wild's revolver .
was empty, but he kept right on. Right into the
midst of · the redskins the sorrel galloped, the
cavalrymen following.
The young deadshot clubbed his revolver and
used it with effect.
John Bear Foot, the half-breed, sprang to meet
him, his rifle clubbed. Wild swung Spitfire
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around slightly, and then leaped to the ground
and flung' the half-breed upon his back-.
A quick blow from the _butt 0f his revolver
rendered him unconscious. Red Hand threw up
his hands just then, for a shot from Cheyenne
Charlie's revolver put an end to him.
There was nothing to be heard now but the
screaming of the squaws and children, for the
victory was complete. Those of the Indians who
had not gone down before the charge of the
Gallant Sixth readily becaine prisoners.
The cavalrymen camped right near the captured Indian village that night, Lieutenant Nor- ton having permission to accompany Young Wild
West and his partners back to the camp. Neither
of our friends had been as much as wounded, so
they could call themselves lucky. ,
But all were satisfied with the way tkings had
turned out, and the next morning when the lieutenaJ:l.t rode off with his sweetheart to escort her
safely back to her father's ranch, the couple were
given a rousing cheer.
.John Bear _Foot !1-nd Little Eagle were duly
tried and punished m accordance with the army
rules, and there was no--uprising, after all, though
if !he ghost dance had not been stopped by Young
Wild West the ,chances are that there might.have
been plenty of trouble and a great loss of life.
Next ~eek's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE MAD MINER; OR, ARIETTA AND THE SECRET OF THE CLIFFS."
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The Boy Who Was Honest
By DICK ELLISON
CHAPTER, VIII.-(Continued.)
"I have a family to support," he said. "I could
not afford to lose my position."
"Well, it is wrong," cried Cliff, fearlessly. "You
not only sell your honor for money, -but you also
incur the risk of being made a scapegoat of as my
stepfather was."
·
"I know it," agreed- the sergeant. "Your father
w~s unfortunate. But I shall be compelled to give
this story to the newspapers, for the public demand the full account of such affairs. You ought
not to object, for it makes a hero of you and ought
to help you greatly."
When Cliff's clothes were dry he left the police
station. He thanked the kind-hearted sergeant
of police. It was now too late to look further for
work that day, so he went direct home.
.
When Cliff entered the little flat he found that
Jrlrs. Thorley had a frugal repast waiting for him
on the table. The poor woman's brow was clouded
witH trouble.
·
"What luck have you had, Cliff?" she asked. "I
hope you have found work."
"I am sorry to say that I have not, mother," replied Cliff, dejectedly. "But we won't lose courage. I'll succeed tomorrow."
"Oh, Cliff," said the discouraged woman, in a
low, heartbroken tone, "our troubles are growing
fast. Today t.he landlord was here and threatened
to turn us out if we don't pay up the arrears in
rent."
_
"What!" exclaimed Cliff. "Are we behind/2n
the rent?"
"Yes. I did not know it. I thought your stepfather had paid it regularly. We are two months
behind."
·
'
"I 'will see the landlord and reassure him in the
morning," said Cliff. "I know I'll be a'ble to find
something to do tomorrow."
"Forgive me for telling you of these troubles,
Cliff," said Mrs. Thorley, in a whisper. "But
Elsie is worse."
"'
"Elsie!". exclaimed the boy, with a great tug
at his heart. He felt a choking- in his throat. The
little crippled sister was to Cliff as the apple of
his eye.
He passed into' the next room where she was in
bed. Her little white face beamed with joy.
"Oh, I'm glad you have come, Cliff," she cried.
"I had a beautiful dream about you."
"Indeed!" cried Cliff, affecting good spirits. "It
is very pleasant to know that. What was the
dream?"
"I dreamed that you found work and were very
successful and got very rich. I thought mamma
and I were riding in a fine carriage."
"Well," cried Cliff, cheerily, "that dream is going to come true if I can make it. We will .have .
lots of fine times, Elsie, when I get rich."
The little cripple was happy while Cliff sat by

her side and totd her all his adventures of the
day. She cried out with wonder when Cliff told
her of his rescue of the little girl in the surf at
the Battery.
"Oh, that is so like you, Cliff. You are so
brave. It is not every girl can have a brother like
you."
"Oh, say," cried Cliff, with a laugh, "you will
make me conceited with so much praise."
"Oh, but it is true," protested Elsie. •"I do hope
that my dream will come true. Then we can take
a trip into the country,- can't we, Cliff?"
"We certainly will, little sister," replied Cliff.
"Happy times are in store for us."
The little cripple fell asleep soon, and Cliff
softly crept back into the kitchen. Mrs. Thorley
looked up, and he saw that her eyes were dim with
tears.
__
"Now, mother," said Cliff, earnestly, "we must
not give way to any tears. I think Elsie will be
better soon. Tomorrow I feel that I will find
work. I have a feeling that another day will bring
us better fortune. ,i,
.

CHAPTER IX.
Cliff Makes A Powerful Friend.
The next morning Cliff was busy f;r a few
hours assisting Mrs. Thorley about her work, for
she was not feeling well, so he did not start out
to seek work as earl. as he had expected to.
About ten o'clock there came a rap on the door
of the fl.at.
"Somebody has rapped, Cliff," said Mrs. Thor.,.
ley. "It may be the landlord. Won't you go to
the door?"
Cliff opened the door.
He was given a start of surprise.
On the threshold stood two men; one wore the
uniform of a footman, the other was a longfaced, ministerial-looking- man, dressed in black.
' "I believe this is the place, Mr. Harn," said the
footman. "I'll g0 back to the carriage."
"All right, Otis~ said Mr. Harn. "Ah, pardon
me! Is this Mr. Clifford Hall?"
"Y-yes, sir. Won't you come in?" ·
"Thank you," replied the other. "I might introduce myself. I am Wallace Harn, attorney and
solicitor for Mr. Edward Morgan. I have come
to see you about a. little matter of business."
Cliff was mystified. He glanced at his mother,
who had brought a chai.r for the visitor.
,
' He wondered what this could mean. What could
the visit of a lawyer to their humble abode portend? Were they to be sued or prosec ted for
some unknown rei,son? ·
The keen-eyed attorney seemed to read Cliff's
thoughts, for he added:
"I assure you the business is of a very agreeable nature."
"I am glad to know that," said Cliff. "We have
had enough trouble of late."
"So I have heard. Bless me, you're a fine,
handsome youth," said the attorney, adjusting his eyeglasses. "You, don't look as if you could do
anything wrong."
"I have not done anything wrong, sir," said
Cliff, with dignity.
"No, no; to the contrary, you have done some-

\.
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"You are a rich man, sir. You canno t be inof death saved a.life , sir."
terest ed in a poor boy like me."
In an instan t an inklin g of the truth flashe
d
"Wha t?" exclai med Morg an. "Don 't you beupon Cliff. His face grew. red.
·
"It was a very simpl e thing, " he said. "I could lieve it. Let me tell you that I was once a poor
boy. I tramp ed into New Yor.k City thirty years
not see the little child drown ."
"Well , she would have drown ed if it had not ago with a carpe t-bag on my should er. I worke d
in a butche r.'s stall for five dollar s a week. I
been for you," declar ed Mr. Harn, flatly.
am
t an examp le of what a poor boy like
.is the testim ony of every perso n prese nt. "Tha
you can do in
Now,
this great count ry of ours."
sir, I want you to·know that that little girl is
the
Morg an cleare d his throa t and contin ued:'
daugh ter of Mr. Edwa rd Morg an, the great rail"It is my desire , Cliff, to know · all about
road magn ate. I am Mr. Morg an's attorn
you
ey,
and and to help you. I am intere sted in boys
he has sent me here to get you."
like you,
and
I
will
gladly
be--yo
ur
true
friend . Will you
"To ~t me?"
"Yes. We know all about it. You are a very shake hands ?"
'
Cliff took the millio naire' s hand.
shy and diffident young man. The police
serge ant
. "I thank you;" -he said. "I may not meet with
told us all about you. It is very clever , don't
know, but Mr. Morg an can't permi t the matte you the great succes s which has rewar ded you, but it
rest. He wants to see you and thank you." r to gives me coura ge to know that I may su~ceed to
a more humb le exten t."
"Mr. Morg an is very ki:nd, and
appre ciate
"I believ e you will. Now tell me all about yourhis expre ssions of gratit ude," said ICliff.
him to feel under no obliga tions whate ver." "Tell self. But as dinne r is all ready , I want you to
dine with me today . No, you need not feel shy.
"Oh, bosh. Be sensib le, my boy. The
ge You shall ·m eet with no other memb
is waitin g down stairs . Accom pany me, carria
ers of my ·
will gG at once to Mr. Morg an's reside nce."and we house hold. You and I will dine togeth er. Mr. .
·
Harn,
you
are
excus
ed.
This
way,
It was with reluct ance that Cliff finally agree
d we are going to be great friend s." Cliff. I know
to go. He spran g into the cab with Harn,
ancf
Mr.
Morg
an's
mann
er
was
so free and so corthey were driven away.
Soon they- ·t hreat ed the maze of street s, and dial, and he so compl etely won Cliff's confidence
that
the
boy
was
put
at
his
ease at once.
:finally turne d into Fifth avenu e. The reside
nce
He followed Mr. Morg an into the grand dining
of Edwa rd Morg an was a fine one.
room.
The
great
table
was set for two.· Mr.
The carria ge. halted , and they steppe d out. In
Morg
an
sat
oppos
ite
Cliff,
and
anoth er mome nt Cliff and Mr. Harn were ascen
serva nt
d- broug ht on one delica te course afterthe
inp; the brown -stone steps.
anoth er.
·
Mr.
Morg
an
chatte
d
with
Cliff in an easy, inThey were met at the door by a
nt, who form~ l way and gradu
drew from him the
usher ed them into a richly -furni shedserva
room. In a whole story of his lifeally
and
his troubl es. He
few mome nts a tall, fine-lo oking man, of aristo
- knew how to handl e the proud spirit of this
cratic ~ppea rance , entere d.
setfrelian
t
boy,
who
would
resen t an offer of charAt once Ham advan ced. bowin g low, and said:
ity
or
patron
age.
When
Cliff told of the treach "Mr. Morg an, I have found the young
Ji.ave the honor of prese nting him to you." man. I erous 11.ct of Steph en Watso n the millio naire exclaim
ed:
}fr. Morg an, the millio naire, advan ced eager
ly
"He is the mean est man in New York, but his
and held out his hand.
.
·
•
"I am glad you have come to see me, i:ny boy," day will soon be at liand, Cliff. Let me tell you
about it."
Ji.e said. "I can't tell you how grate ful
feel toward you for savin g the life of my little Idaugh
ter
Amy."
.
.
CHAP TER X.
"Inde ed, sir," stamm ered Cliff, "it was nothin
g
at all difficult, and- -"
Desm ond Reapp ears.
"Oh, you · can't tell me that. I know all about
it. The maid has told me all. Now, Cliff,
I
am
Mr.
Morg an's declar ation that he knew Steph en
desiro us of rewar dinp; you."
"I ask no rewar d, sir," said Cliff, with dignit y. Watso n and that his ruin was impen ding cause d
Cliff
a
thrill. The boy looked up eager ly.
"I would have been a cowar d not to have done as
"I will tell you about it," said the railwa y mags
I did."
.
·
nate.
"You know that Watso n and I have met in
Mr. Morg an looked at Cliff attent ively
«1usly. He sank into a chair beside him.and 011ri- the financial° arena . He has for a long time been
trying
to get contro l of the stock of the- railro ~d
"You are quite an unusu al young man,"
said, in which I am intere sted.
quietl y. "Mos t people would stipul ate the he
amou
nt
"Far
from succe eding in thus dealin
of i-ewar d requir ed."
a
crush ing blow, he is likely to be involvged me
Cliff arose and picke d up his hat.
in a
transa
ction which may leave him witho ut a penny
, "Yes, sir," he said, respec tfully , "but I don't
want any rewar d. If you will excus e me I will in the world . The great battle is on now; All
Wall Stree t is tremb ling with it. At the prese
go"
·
nt
;,Not yet," said Morg an. Harn, just guard that mome nt I hold the balan ce of power . Do you un4oor. You are not going to escap e so easily dersta nd these thing s?" ·
"I know a little about the way busine ss is done '
Hang it, I've taken a fancy to you_, lad. Ycfu'r ,
e in Wall Stree t," said Cliff.
:aot like the common herd. I am going
to
"Well , how would you like to learn ?"
mol'e about you. Listen ! I will not force know ,
to
"I think I should like it well," replie d Cliff.
accep t an out-an d-out rewar d if the thing rou
is ob"You are lookin g for' a ·positi on?"
:aoxious to your sense of pride, but -we can
be ·
"Yes, sir."
friend s, can we not? Give us your hand, Cliff."
.
"Well , Cliff, I will mafe you -& bwiinAis oikr.
,
/
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l need a resourceful and plucky young fellow like

money a!!,d even sent a workman to make some
you at my elbow. You know in the financial world needed repairs. The tradesmen on the street
one has absolutely no friends. You can trust but seemed to greet Cliff once · more as if' they had
few. You have to depend wholly upon your own absolute trust in his ability to pay them. Life
! wits.
But I believe you are on the level."
opened new vistas.
"Yes, sir," crieci Cliff, "that is my motto. If I · The first ray of real happiness for many flays·
cannot make money honestly in Wall Street I do flooded Cliff's heart. Walking down the street,
not care to go there."
he saw Gerald Watson on the other side. · The
'· "Well," said Mr. Morgan, in a qualifying way, young coward dared not look at Cliff, but slunk ·
"you cannot' avoid meeti_ng scoundrels and trick- away into a side street.
sters there. . There are many ways of doing busiThe next morning Cliff was punctual at Mr. ·
ness in Wall Street. But it is possible to make a Morgan's office.
The millionaire quickly infortune there and make it honestly."
structed him in his duties.
"I wish I might do that, sir. I ·would work ..
He was private messenger, a position of great
early and late to accomplish it."
trust. Cliff was at times obliged to carry large
· "That's the kind of talk. Now you would just sums of money and :valuable drafts to and from
as soon work for me as anybody, wouldn't you?" the banks. His 11osition was one of great responsibility.
··
''Indeed, I would rather, sir."
"That settles it," cried Mr. Morgan, with pleasBut Cliff mastered the duties of it in a day.
ure. "You are my private messenger at present
"Now you know why I selected you for the poat a salazy of fifteen dollars a week. YQU may sition, Cliff," said Mr, Morgan. "It requires the
advance in time to the post of private secretary. services of a perfectly honest person."
When you have learned the business thoroughly I
Cliff's eyes flashed.
will teach you how to deal profitably in stocks.
"I am on the level, s~r," he said. ''If I am not
If you have success perhaps s9me day you m&,y honest, I am nothing."
open an office as broker on your own hook."
The great railroad war was on between MorCliff's eyes sparkled. It looked to him like a gan · and Watson. It was millions against milgrand certainty.
lions.
The rest of the gr~at financfors seemed content
Fifteen dollars a week would, speedily put him
beyona the immediate danger of starvation. He to stand by and look on with deep interest.
could _procure the necessary delicacies for little·
It waS' a case of dog eat dog, but the odds were
Elsie and greatly relieve Mrs. Thorley of her load greatly in Morgan's favor. It was freely preof trouble.
·
•
dicted that Morgan would win and Watson woul<l
"l thank you very much% Mr. Morgan," said fall.
Cliff. "I hope I may be able to earn my salary.
The railroad interests were shaken to their
I shall try hard."
,
. foundations.
Stocks became erratic. They hounded sudden"I feel sure of that, Cliff. I am very much interested in you, and I want to see you succeed. ly to the highest · figure only to fall again as
Now in regard to your enemies, the Watsons, it quickly. There was a panicky feeling in general
may interest you to know that - Stephen Watson all around.
·n was one of those times when great leaders
and I are financial foes. You will see a great financial battle fought in the next few months. One _in finance g<> to the wall and are succeeded by
. of us must fall. I don't think that I sha)l be the others. Cli1f, being right in the thick of it, picked
· up the points of the bu's iness in marvelously rapid
one."
·
"I pray not, sir," cried Cliff. "It will be a · fa.shio11,
Thus a month drifted by. Cliff drew his salhard blow for Gerald if his father fails. I don't
ary regularly and saved up all he could after prowish him, either, such hard luck."
"Now in regard to this political crook, Des- viding necessaries for his home.
~e had procured medical treatment for Elsie,
mond," said Mr. Morgan·, "I think .that his power
will soon be broken. I will put detectives on his · and she was once again on the gain. The doctor
track. That affair at Carlton's shall be cleared even made the , surprising announcement that a
up. Now I want you to report to me at my office certain treatment would cure her lameness.
But just now, it could not be afforded. Cliff,
in Broad street tomorrow morning at ten o'clock.
however, saved his monev with this end in view.
Here is a week's pay in advance."
All this. time -Cliff had seen ·and heard nothWhen Cliff left the millionaire's house he felt
Gottlieb.. He began to worry for fear harm
as if he was walking on air. The future held ing
such an alluring prospect that he almost thought had befallen the German boy.
Since· their frj_endship compact that day in the
it a dream7
park Cliff had looked for Gottlieb to visit him, but
With the advance salary in his pocket he could he did not come.
·
satisfy the lAndlord and buy some little delica"Perhaps he has found .a position and cannot
cies for Elsie.
·
leave," said Mrs. Thorley. "He will come some
When Cliff reached home after the dinner hour time. 1'
be broke the glad news to his mother and Elsie.
•:r hope so," said Cliff. "Nothing would give
It was all like a flood of sunshine in the thread- me greater pleasure." ·
bare, dismal rooms of the flat.
Thul! matters were, when one day a surprising
Elsie 'clapped her transparent little hands and thing .happened.
.
cried:
·
·
Cliff had just returned from his day's .work.
'.'My dream will surely ·come true. I am sure of The office closed at four -o'clock, and he was at
It now."
home before five always.
With this change in their fortunes it was won. There came a rap on the flat door,
derful how the world's aspect seemed to change.
The landlord
graciously
accepted
the
rent
(To be continued.)
,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CHILDRE N REMEMB Ei, DREAMS VIVIDLY
Dr. C. W. Kimmins of London has discovered
.,through a six-year study of dreams from nearly
6,000 children that boys and -girls between eight
and sixteen years of age have a power of graphic
description of. their dreams that "so far exceeds
their ability in ordinary essay writing on topics
-selected bv the teacher that it would appear as if
some fresh mental element had come into play."
STORM KING ROAD FINISHED
After six years' work the famous Storm King
Highway on Storm King Mountain on the Hudson, near Cornwall, has been completed. The new
highway saves vehicles traveling between Newb'urgh' and New York on the west side_.o f the Hud-'
son ;River from journeying around back of the
mountains and shortens the r oute about 16 miles.
With its approaches , it cost the State between$1,000,000 and $2,000,000.
MAN'S FACE "GROWIN G" ON H_IS
TOMBSTO NE
, The outlines of a man's face are appearing on
the tombstone over the grave of J ohn Foltz, in the
graveyard on the farm of N ando Selty, near Summit ' Land, Ky. People living: near the burial
ground are excited.
.
Some days ago there appeared outlines of a
human head, then came eye, nose and m outh,
worked out in shadowy lines on the stone. Then
it became so plain as to be seen some distance.
The man buried under the stone was killed in
an accident in 1891.
NEW-FOU ND PYGMIES TALK IN
WHISPER S
In dense mountain jungles· never before successfully penetrated by white men, the Dutch
New Guinea expedition of American and Dutch
scientists has discovered a new group of pygmies.
Details of the discovery were r eceived recently
:from the Associated Press correspond ent accom~
panying the expedition. The dispatch was carried by a bushman runner,

Entering a country in which previous expeditions had been through fever and hardships, the
scientists, after four months of travel, came upon
the strange people, living a quiet life, hemmed in
by rugged mountains and ,cut off from the rest of
the Papuan tribes.
Matthew W. Stir}ing of Berkeley, Cal., one of
the leaders of the expedition, described the bushmen as unusually friendly.
"Contrastin g with the loud yelling and
menac~ng attitude of other natives below," he
said, "the Pygmies of the mountains talked in un:..
dertone or whispers and seemed afraid of being
too obtrusive. They were not timid, but quite intelligent, and always cool and collected.
"The first thing they did was to give us all a
present. The presents consisted of their small
bows and arrows, rattan arm bracelets, ornaments, bananas and betel nuts.
"Their whole material culture was entirely different from that of the Papuans. They raise tobacco, sweet p_otatoes, banlj.nas and pigs. They
brought us a pig, and all gathered around te>
make a ceremony of killing it."

LAUGHS
• · "The little son of the hostess is mighty ugly-,
isn't he?" "Do you think so?" "He certainly
doesn't take after his mother. Must look like his
father." '-'His mother says he does. I'm his father.''
"A mosquito is a beautiful thing unaer the
microscope ." "Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel
"but you can't get enough of 'em there to make
any difference."
Wiping the gore from his glittering weapon, the
desperate lookin_g- young man seized a piece of
cloth and removed as well as he could all traces
of his ~orrible work from the face of his victim.
Then he straightene d himself up, pushed the unhappy wretch away from him, a nd in a voice of
thunder shou~ed: "Next!" He was the apprentice.
ohmiy, I left 10 cents on this shelf
a Mamma-J
little while ago. Did you take it? Johnny_-

Yes'm. There's a poor old hunchback man tliat

has a big family to support, and I gave it to hirri.

Mamma-W here did you see this poor man T
Johnny-H e came to the door sellin' candies ad
things.
•

,

"'Little Myi:a Lee had been in school but a few
days when her mother had occasion to write a note
to the teacher and signed J· · ··self Mr s. Kent.
Thinking she might have misuL . ,.-st ood the child's
name, the t eacher asked an explanation . "Oh,''
said Myra, with a char mingly confidential air,
"you see, my mammal got married again, but I
didn't."
•
Aunt ie (to her young niece)-Gu ess what I
know, Mary-the re's a little baby brother up- ·
stairs. He came this morning when you were
asleep. Mary-Did he? Then I know who 1
brought him-it was the milkman. AuntieWhat do you mean, Mary? Mary-Wh y, I looked at the sign on his cart yesterday, and it 'said
"Families supplied daily."
I

-

.,
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Rory Redn1ond's Prize

_,

"Surely, Rory, ye are not going to cross the
?nountain way this ugly_ night?"
"Why not, man?"
·
"Why; man alive, sure the mountain has a bad
name of late, and you will have to pass the lonely
graveyard besides."
''I don't know anything about the bad name it
has, and I don't care much, either, but I do kr.ow
that it is five or six miles neai-er to my home, and
I am going to take it. As for the graveyard, I
never harmed any of the dead there, and I, am
sure they won't hurt me."
Thus spoke Rory Redmond, as fine a young
fellow as you could see in the county of Wexford where the bravest of the Irish patriots
fought and fell in the dark days of '98.
· The first speaker was the landlord of the village, tavern at the foot of _a dark mountain, and
Rory had stopped there for supper at. a. late,Jiour,
on' a certain.night.
.
. ,_ _
The young man was in the act of mounting a
large, powerful farm horse standin~ outside the
door and. the man of the house was bidding hlm
good'..night.·
•
· Rory Redm9nd pushed on fearlessly . up t~emountain side as he said to himself:
"I wonder if Jerry Murphy could have ;my spe-.
cial reason for warning me not-to come this way
tonight? I did hear that some of the boys from
the village came-up here to drill at night, ~ut sure
they would not offer to touch .one who 1s heart ·
and soul with them, like me. Take .it easy, Tidy,
up the hill, and I will let you go faster when we
get to the top."
.
The o1d graveyard of the mountain stood about
half a mile beyond them at the left side of the
path, and Rory could already perceive the headstones in the distance.
·• The young man ·was peering forward at the moment, when he suddenly - drew his.. horse up a
little as he exclaimed:
· "By all that's wonderful,, there is something
mong going on over there, and I'll see what it

is." -

- Striking his horse ' with the whip, the brave
young fellow urged the animal on as fearlessly as
his --fathers before him charged agamst the English bayonets on that same hill. ·
·
Still keeping his ' e,:es fixed orr the gravey~r<ti ·
Ri>rv could perceive three dark forms mov111g,
around in a corner, while, a cry fell on his ears.
- Into the· ·g raveyard he dashed, and then an~
other cry fell on his ears, but it was far more subdued than those he had heard before.
· Rory could then clearly perceive three men
standing over a · grave and another form
stretched on the ground iar th_em. Grasping his
w}lip all the tighter, the brave young fellow
forced his horse over som:e graves directly at the
three men, as he yelled aloud:
·
'"What are you up to there, you rascals_?" .
The men appeared to notice the horseman for
the first time, and they all turner on the instant,
orie . of them raising a spade as is · to defend him-

aetf..

-

The man with the spade aimed a blo~ at Rory,
but the active young fellow warded it off with
his heavy hip, and then let fly at the fellow, as he
cried:
· "Take ' that, and there is plenty more ror the
others."
The blo,vo; struck by Rory staggered the man
who held the spade,, and he fell over a small tombstone, only to spring to his feet again and dart
away after the others ·a s he ·cried:
"It ii:: the black horsen,an himself."
Rory was about to gallop after the three men,
when a groan fell on his ears, and- on turning his
eyes on the ground he perceived a female form
close to his horse's feet.
Dropping his whip in the excitement of the moment, the young man1 raised the girl in his arms,
and felt her hands and cheeks as he muttered
aloud:
"She has fainted n9w in earnest, and no won- _
der! If she had a shroud on I would say that they
dug her out of the grave, and that -she woke up
out of .a trance, but that can't. be! _Oh, isn~t she
as pretty as ever I laid my: eyes on in my life!''
There yvas light enough at the time _for Rory to
observe the pale-, delicate features of· the beautiful
girl, whose long dark hair fell in ringl~ts over her
shoulders.
·
Without hesitating a moment, the young man
cast his eyes a;round· him, ans:I- then gained · the .
saddle, still clasping the girl with one. arm, as he
muttered aloud:
- "Whoever she is, this is no place for her on
sucl;i." a wild night, _and I'll take her home whatever happens."
Rory Redmond! then turned the horses out toward the mountain path.·
: "This is a queer adventure entirely, and I hope
ii:i goodness the poor 'thin~ won't die before I get
her to the house, for she's awfully pale and still
now."
. On gaining the °'valley below the ,young horse::'
man pushed straight across the country, facing
the powerful horse over the ditches and fences
-that came in their .way.
The ,young girl was still insensible when they
reached his mother's comfortable farmhouse,
where the kind old lady was sitting up for her
only son.
. Great was Mrs. Redmond's surprise on hehold,.
ing the fair- young girl in her son's arms, b'ftt ·
Rory stopped all her exclamations by crying:
·· "Tend to her at once, mother, as she is in a
faint or a swoon, and I will tell all about her ·
after. I'll ride to the village for the doctor."
1
It was quite late -on the . following · morning
when the fair creature awoke from that -profound sleep, when she st.ared around for a mo- ·
ment, then burst out into wild ravings.
A burning fever followed, during which the
strange girl continued to rave and -moan, but
those who watched ·her with- the greatest care
could not comprehend a sentence uttered by her.
For nine days and .nights Rory Redmond and his '
good mother watched over the beautiful stranger,
the doctor of the village waiting on her in the •
meantime.
:on .the day after that eventful night the young
man rode up to the mountain graveyarq., with the

/
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inspector of police, and there they found ~he
Blanche W alcot rebelled against her uncle on '
open grave with the spade and Rory's whip lymg his return from India, as he
desired her to benear it.- Search was then made for the three men, come the wife of his own son, who was
.,
-advertisements were inserted in the city papers, officer ·bearing a very shady reputation. a young
.
and hand-bills were also issued, yet no trace
When Blanche positively refused to wed the
could be found of the strangers who appeared on young man her uncle had her remov-ed
an old
the mountain. and no clue could be discovered as castle in Ireland, -yvhich belonged to hertofather'11
to the identity of the handsome girl.
estate. The old castle was
very .far from the
Seven nights after the crisis had passed the mountain graveyard wherenot
Rory
had
young girl looked up at l'IJrs. Redmond, and in• his adventure. On tp.e night of her Redmond
arrival in the
quired, in gentle tones:
old castle in Ireland, Captain_ Walcot told the
"Where am I, good woman?"
young girl that he would confine her there·forever
"You are with friends," was the quiet answer.
if she ·still persisted in refusing his son.
.._
"Didn't I see a young man about here lately?"
Blanche Walcot then decla'fed that she would
"You did, -my dear, and' you will see him again,. die before accepting the young wretch,
and the
but don't talk too much now."
passionate old soldier struck her on the head in
At tha,t -moment loud voices were heard in the his indignant rage.
·
·
outside room, and a look of terror appeared on the
The young girl then fell into a trance that had
girl's face as she gasped forth:
all the appearance of death,
the terrified
"Mercy on me, that is my wicked uncle. For officer believed that he was herand
murderer.
The
goodness' sake don't let him come near me, as he young girl still remained in the ;fearful trance
will try to kill me again."
until the following night, when Captain Walcot
The door was bust open at the instant, and a bribed the rascals, who
near the old castle,
tall~ elderly man, with a. soldierly bearing, strode to take her up to t_h e oldlived
graveyard and secretly
into the bedroom, crying:
qury her there. The persecuted girl recovered her
"And so I have found you at last, Blanche. Wo- senses as the ascals were in the act of lowering
man, this girl is my niece and ward, .and I will her in the grave, and then it
' was that Rory Red- · take charge of her hereafter."
mond heard her terrified screams and carried her
"No, no," screamed the girl.
home.
Rory Redmond strode into the room after the
When the three
reached the castle on the
soldier, and the young man then placed his hand following morningrogues
Captain
had hastened
on the intruder's shoulder and pointed to the door, away to- England under theWalcot
belief that he had .
saying:'
.
·
killed his niece. It was fully two weekks after
"You will leav'e this house, sir."
that he picked 11p a Dublin paper in London ·
"But I say I won't until my niece there comes which contained an account of the affair
in Irewith me."
land. He then hastened over to claim his niece,
An angry flash appeared in the young man's only to meet with a ,violent
death.
eyes on the instant,- and grasping, the intrude
Some six months after the night. of that thrillaround the arms, he lifted ' him from the ground ing adventure in the mountain
gr~veyard Blanche
· and bore him out of the bedroom, crying:
Walcot became young Redmond's wife, and Rory
"You are a wicked monster to trouble the poor often declared thereafter that it was
a lucky night
girl while she is sick, and out you.must go if you for him.
were her own father. If you have any right over
the young lady came here when ~he is s,yell, bi;tt
if you cross the th1·eshold agam to-mght I 11
have your life."
·
CHICKS OBEY TRAFFIC SIGNAL BUT
The young man then entered the house again,
SCORN FOWL LANGUAGE
closing and bolting the do~r after p~m, a~d the
Aristocratic pheasant chicks will answer traffic
, stranger sprang in the carriage awaitmg him, ut- signals, yes-but learn the blebeian speech of the
tering fearful threats.
barnyard hen? No!
CaJJtain Walcot ordered the d!iver to hasten
This pro}>lem in sociology or biology, as the case
with all speed to_ the nearest magistrate, and the may be, has presented itself to Mrs. J. C. Gillespie,
man lashed u~ his horses: .
- superintendent of the Croton Park reservation.
As _the veh-1-cle ~as turnmg out of the farrl?- Mrs. Gillespie placed three hopeful hen~with maya,rd it struc~ agamst a sm~ll gat~, and over it • ternal yearnings on three nests f~ll of eggs. The
I :"'ent on ~he mstant, the ·driver bemg flung out eggs became baby pheasants, to the _surprise of
mto the ditch.
the hens and the disgust of the pheasants.
Then away dashed the excited horses, dragging
The hens went "cluck-cluck-cluck," meaning
the coach after them. The driver sprang to his "come and get a nice fresh worm before I throw
feet as soon as - possible,- yelling for help, and . it away." The chicks disdained the call to meals
Rory Redmond and two of his men dashed out and wandered off fa the brush.
.
with him after the runaways.
That was ten days ago. - Smee then the .
The ·shattered carriage was found on the side of pheasants have shown no inclination to come
the road about a mil-e away, and in it was Captain when called by theil' foster mothers, · and when
Walcot almost cold in death.
meal time came Mrs. Gil1espie herself had to
The police officers took charge ~f t~e body, . stage a roundup. Tiring of the pursuit .·o f
when they discover by papers found m his pocket pheasants through: the tangle, she stood besi_de
that he was an English officer who had recently the feed pan and sounded mess call on a police
returned from India to take charge of the <laugh- whist)e.
·
·i-ter and the estate of a brother who had died in
Three hens looked on in amazement as thirty
England some six months before.
little furry pheasants scurried to her side l
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CURRENT- NEWS .
,..
METAL-COVERED CITY
,
_ Sparks from chimneys in New Braunfels, T~x.,
1iave little chance of doing harm, for .it is: a city
q>vered with metal. Ninety-five per cent. of the
roofs are of sheet steel. Thirty years ago a fire
chief began outlawing wood roofs within a small
sone. · Gradually the whole city was included.

colors influence sleep. In one case, after placing
an insomnia patient in a mauve room sleep came
within ,an hour.

BANANA TRICK
Here is a most mysterious feat. You have, let
us say, three friends calling on you; you offer
'BEST OF HIS 35 CHILDREN PAROLED ON them a banana; when the fruit is peeled, marvelobs to relate, it is already cut' into four piece:sNE~RO'S PLEA
A plea by E. W. Griggs, -60-year-old negro, that one for you and one fo each guest! The banana..
"this is the best one of my thirty-five children" may be offered for inspection before being peeled.
The secret is plain. Knowing in advance how
won ·a parole for the son, George Griggs, after the
youth pleaded guilty to a charge of larceny in" many will be present, you talce a needle and
thread and divide the banana under the peel by
Criminal Court.
The father testified that he had been married insertµig and withdrawing the needle, finally
three times, his first wife having eighteen chil- pulling the thread clear out. The effect is to pass
dren, his second wife one child and the third the thread entirely around the banana under the
bearing sixteen children. His second wife, Gri&:gs peel. The tiny holes made by the needle will
said, died a short time after the birth of her child. · never be noticed. When the peel is withdrawn the
amazement of your guests will be unbounded, as
tl?,e banana is shown to be neatly sliced in just the
DOG SAVES KITTEN IN PATH F AUTO
A fluffy kitten was playing in Third street ig- right l!umber of pieces. Try this trick; it is a
·
~oring the passing traffic, when an automobile sure wmner.
bore down up'on her.
.
George Moreau and-his Airedale do,g were pass- ~"FOOL-PROOF" AIRPLANE IS PREDICTED
-SOON; INVENTION BEING TESTED
ing. The dog, seeing the 'danger menacing the
BY N. Y. U. SCHOOL
kitten, ran into the street, picked the tiny bunch
of hair up in his mouth and ran back to the paveThe "Fool-proof" airplane may be a reality in
ment.
the near future, it 'Was revealed in the announceThe incident was witnessed by a score of people ment that students of the Daniel Gugg-enheim
who at first thought the dog was chasing the cat. School of .A:eronautics of New York Universrty
It was not until he had· deposited the kitten on are trying put an invention which it is hoped will
the sidewalk and rejoined his master that they eliminate the dangers of flying.
·
realized what had happened. '
•
Professor Alexander Klemin, ilead of the aeronautical school, told of the work at the opening
BERLIN TEACHER FACES TRIAL FOR
session of the convention of the national aeroTHEFT OF 20,000 BUGS
nautic section of the Society of Automotive EnA Berlin school teacher named Schumacher is gneers. ·
accused of stealing insects. His case will come up
The fearful nose dive, which is the cause of
in th,e Criminal Court in a few days.
many fatalities in aviation, may be made imposSithumacher has a hobby of studying insects, a sible through this invention, Professor Klemin
field in which he became a recognized authority. said. It also is expected to permit the airplane
In pµrsuit of his studies Berlin University and to glide safely ,to earth automatically whenever
other notable scientific institutions ipid laborato- the engines stop.
The professor said other important improveries were always open to him.
After many books of insect specimens had dis- ments in air travel were being perfected in his
appeared, suspicion finally pointed to. him. A department.
· The greatest steps in the conquest of the air
police search of Schumacher's quarters revealed a
lerge number of .scientific books containing over will occur during the next five years, in the opinion of W. B. Stout, of the General Airplane Manu20,000 in~ specimens.
facturing Company, controlled by Henry Ford.
CURE BY COLOR? COAT OF MAUVE
"Airplanes will be made so safe and at such
a reasonable cost that the average man who
SANDMAN'S SLAVE
owns an automobile will be able to buy a plane,"
Adoption of a color scheme for hospitals, as predicted Mr. Stout.'
wggested by William H. Walsh, secretary of the
"The people also will havtt become educated to
American Hospital Association, has made St. the use of airplanes. The man on the ground has
John's Hospital in Shepherds Bush the cheeriest an idea that airplane riding will make him sick
of .London hospitals.
and be too thrilling. As a matter of fact there
The secretary and matron says that Mr. Walsh's is not as much "kic;k" in flying as there is in fast
Ideas that restful, health-giving colors should re- automobile riding. /
place white walls and red coverlets, has been car"One of the big advantages in favor of the
ried out by them with excellent results. Delicate airplane is the fact there is no limit to space:
&hades of green, yellow and mauve in the wards, · the airplane will never have the traffic problem
worked out by a color expert ·have proved so bene- ,,./ of the motor car. Of cow.·se, there eventually will
!cial that patients leave the hospital three days have to be airplane police, but merely to regulate
tooner than before the cJtange was made. The the proper channels.''
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
$150 POSTAG E ON ONE PARCE L SETS A
RECORD FOR AIR MAIL
What is believed to be a new record for high
postage paid on a single parcel WJlS establish ed
recently when a package was, sent from Philadel phia to San Francisc o by air mail carrying $150 in
stamps.
Poststl regulatio ns prohibite d clerks divulgin g
any descripti on of the package , its contents , .or
recipien t, but the parcel was nearly covered with
canceled $5 stamps. _The air mail postage across
the continen t is $4 a pound.
... .
The package went td New York and thence by
plane westwar d.

varies his diet a great deal; it is his nature. Another thing to rememb er in keeping a goat is the
rock salt. Place a large lump where the animal
can get to it when he desires.

A HOME OF FAMOU S HORSE S
Many fascinat ing stories have been publishe d
of the old-age life of fire. and police horses, of the
steeds ridden into fame by our national heroes
and generals , but little has been written of those
sensitive thorough breds of the races once they
have lost popular favor, or become too old or
disabled.
What tiecomes of famous race horses. once they
ha~ become too old or disabled, or have lost
POISON -IVY CURE
popular favor? I put that
to a CaliforPoison-i vy-scarr ed veterans of the past summer nia turfman . His answer question
was an invitatio n to
_may look forward to tJ:ie next campaig n with a his country home. where I learned
had belittle more hope. An iron compoun d known as come of a large number of racers what
once nationferric chloride is more than a match for the ir- ally famous. Surroun ding that country
ritating weed, accordin g to a new booklet by Dr. were thousand s of level ac:res cut up into home
padJames B. McNair, which is being issued by the docks with white fences and palatial
stables in
Field Museum of Nationa l History. Dr. McNair which lived seventy mares and stallions
the
discover ed in the course of exhausti ve research es bluest blood, once national figures in the ofhorse
on the chemica l nature of ivy poison that this sub- world. Some of them were so very old
could
stance is rendered insoluble and thus made harm- scarcely move about without assistanc e,they
but there
· less by chemica l union with iron.
they will continue in luxury until death through
A number of soluble iron salts are effectiv.e natural causes or through the humane agency
of
against poison ivy, but Di. McNair has found a veterina rian.
'
"ferric chloride to be the most suitable. This treat- ·
This home of famous horses is also a stock
ment calls for a mixture of one part by weight of farm where recruits for the races
are reared in
ferric chloride with that of alcohol and ten of luxury. Regardle ss of one's opinion of
racing,
water, to be washed on the skin and allowed to because of its attendan t vices, one cannot help
bedry there, before one -g oes into places where ing impresse d with the cardinal virtue of this
poison ivy grows, and also after such possible ex- unusual stock farm-ki ndness to animals. The
posure. This, it is claimed, will entirely prevent colts are reared as tenderly as babies, each
exthe developm ent of· ivy poisonin g in the great amined daily by a skilled veterina rian. The is
manmajority of cases.
ager calls each animal by·its name as if it were a
.
human. Every groom is a horse lover. The
groom or laborer who strikes a horse, is sumEATING HABITS OF GOATS
marily dismisse d.
Whenev er punishm ent is
Whoeve r it w_a s that first observed a goat deemed necessar
y, it is administ ered under the
mouthin g a tin can must have believed in infer- personal direction
of the superint endent, just as
ence rather than fact; for he circulate d the story the head of any instituti
on for humans might
that goats eat cans-a ridiculou s libel -that has chastise a rebelliou
s member. The manager stated
persisted through the ages. that he frequent ly dismisse s grooms on suspiBut the can-hun ting goat cares ·no more for cion. Whenev
er he makes his rounds he can tell
tin in its diet than you or I. What he 'is after whether
or not a horse has received unautho rized
is the taste of the paste beneath the labels. As a punishm ent;
his knowled ge of horse psycholo gy
matter of fact, the goat is one of the very cleanest makes that possible.
At every turn the visitor
feeders of the live stock world. He will not eat is. impresse
with the firm kindness of the emhay or straw that has been underfoo t nor kitchen ployees, no dloud
voices, no swearing , no threaten scraps that have become" .the least bit tainted.
mg, no beating.
.
What Billy and Nanny like the best is delicate
An evidence of the effect of kindness is seen in
foliage, though when hungry they will eat brush the yearling s-gracef
of most any kind. Sheep are gra,ss-ea ters, con- chievous too. The ul, affection ate and mispresence of a visitor in the
suming brush only when compelle d by hunger to paddock~, is
signal for a wild scramble and he
do so. If any grass at all is to be had they will must gwlrd the
well his pockets. Their eyes plead
leave the hazel, willow and other bushes entirely for a pat or sugar
alone. But goats always prefer the green trees are not forthcom or cake or candy, and if these
and shrub growth. And another interesti ng dif- tive noises sniff ing there is a search. Inquisiaround pocekts and stealthy lips
ference is that sheep never stand on "the hind legs are likely to
way with anything not actuto eat, but a goat will do so, eating the foliage to ·ally attached make
to the person of the visitor-, and,
a height of six feet or more.
sometim es,
with ~ spiteful hair-pull . So
Many, inany goats suffer from monoton y of · mischiev ous~nding
and persiste nt are the colts that
diet, because of the ignoranc e of those who care timid visitors
appeal to the grooms to shoo them
for them. When left to his choice. this animal . away like so many
playful kittens.
,
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
·
Every Subject.
No.

L

NAPOLEON'S

ORACULUM

AND

DREAM

bOOK.-Contai ning the great oracle of human dPstiny,
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams
togPther with charms, ceremonies and curious games ot
cards.
No. 2. HOW TO - DO TRTCKS.-The great book of
magic and car<l tricks. containing full Instructions on
all IPnding C/lrd tricks ot the day, also the most popular
magical 111uslor.s as nerforme<l by our lPa<llng magicians: every hoy shonl<l ohtaln a copy of this book.
No. s. HOW TO FLTRT.-The arts llnd wiles or
flirtation are fully explained by thls little hook. BPsidPS the various mPthod• of handkerchief. fan. glove,
·pnrnsol. window and hat flirtation . ft contains a full list
of thP language and FPntfmPnt of flowPrS.
No. 8. JJOW TO BECOME A SClENTTST.-A useful
and Instructive book. giving a complPte treatise on
cbPmf1ttry: also exnerlrni:>nts In acoustics, mPchanlcs,
rnnthematfcs. chPmistry. and dlrPCtlons for making fireworks. colo,.Prl flrPs. ,rnrl gns b1tl'oons.

No. 9. ROW TO BlWOJ'f"E A VENTlULOQU lST.-Ry ·

Harry KPnnPdy. Flvny lntP111gPnt hoy rPadln~thls
book of ln•tructfons can mastPr thP art. and crea any
amount of fnn for hlmsP.lf and friends.
No. 1n. ROW TO BOX.-The art of APlf-defPnSP made
easy. Containing ovpr thirty fllustratlons of guards,
hlows. and thP rllff'PrPnt position• of a good boxer.
Every bov shnuld obtain onP of these u•eful and Instructive hnok•. as it will teach you how to box without nn inRh·n<"to-r.
Nn. 11, ROW TO WRl'l'lr, J ,OV11!-T,'lr.'1'T"F.R8.-A rnMt
comnlPte llttlP honk. contalnlna: f111l dlrPctlons for wtitlnit love-lettPrs. anil wh 0 n to use- them. giving specimen
JpttPrS for yn11n<t anll oM
,
N"

.

1!1.

HOW TO

no

TT:

OR. BOOK

OF' Jl!Tl-

Qlllr,'l'Tlr,.-lt I• a great lltP sPcrM. and one that every
yc,ung man ileslres t.o know all ithout. There's happlnn•• In it.
Nn. 111. ROW TO R1U10Ml': RTClJ.-TMR . wnn<lPrtnl
book presPnt• yon with thP exnmplP nnil life expPrlpnct>
of •nme nf the mo•t nntP,l and wPalthy mPn in the
wnrl<l. ll'or tho•P wlrn a•nfrP to fame and fortune, this
bnok Wl11 gfVP V011 tho •PrrPt.
•

No. 16.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARD"EN.-

Containlnl? full instructions for constructing a window
gardPn eithPr in town or country, end the mnst apprnved method• for rnf•fng hea 1,t11'n1 flower• at home.
No. 1'7. ROW TO DRJl!SS.-Conta lning full lmtrnc•
tlo11 In thP art of <lrP••lna: •nil 'lppenrlng well et home
an<l nhroail. glvlna: thp FPlP~tlons of colors. material,

a11il hrnv to l,11v,:, th 0 m ni,:1;fp nn.

·

"

No. 18.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL. -One ot

No. 29.

HOW TO BF,COJl[E AN INVENTOR.-E very -

the brightest and moet veluahle little books ever given
to the world: Everybody wjshes to kn.o w how to be·come heautiful. both male and female.'

boy should know ho~ inventions originated. This book
explains thPm all. g1vln,:: examples In electricity, hy- ·
drnulics. nrngnetfsm. optics, pneumatics. mechanics. etc.
No. so. BOW TO COOK.-One of the most lnstrnet!va
books on cooking ever published. It contains recipes
tor cooking meats. ti@h, game, and oysters: also pies,
puddings. cakes and all kinds of pa'stry, and a grand
colle~tlon of recipes.
·
No. S'7. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains fnform-atlon for everybody, boys. girls, men and women; it
will teach you how to make almost anything around
the house, such as parlor ornaments, mnke almost anythinl? around thP house. such as parlor ornaments.
brackets. cPments. Aeolian harps, and bird lime for
catching bfrils.

No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUB OWN DOCTOR.A wonderful book, containing useful and practical In-

formation in the treatment of ordinary diseases a·nd
ailments common to every family. Abounding in useful

and effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO l\lAKE AND SET TRAPS.-ln~ln d-

fng hints on how to catch moles. weasels, otter, reta,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins, Copious!:,
Uln strated.
·

No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'i.
JOKE BOOI.-Contal ntng a great variety of the latest
:Jokes used by thP most fnmo11s end mPn. No amateur
minstrels is complete without this wonderful little booli:.
·ll'or aale b:,- all newsdealers, or •.lll be eeat ta ~
addreH on receipt Of price, 10e, per COff,
,
la moaer or ltampa, ltr
•

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York City

1S6 West 23d Street
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